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Abstract

Design of information presentation is undergoing significant changes. Documents are information interfaces that must dynamically reconfigure themselves based on their content, the medium in which they are displayed, and the intended use of the information they present. Increases in computational power and the increased bandwidth of interconnected networks provide greater access to information. These factors, combined with the realization that not all of this information can now be pre-designed, necessitate new tools and techniques to ensure the effective presentation of computer-based information.

This dissertation exploits the structure of information to support the design of dynamic documents. From this structure, visual languages are created which support the process of building an Architecture of Information. Relational Grammars, an extension to traditional string languages, is the formalism in which these visual languages are constructed. This formal approach affords a number of different interaction techniques, three of which are examined in this research. First, information is automatically presented from predefined languages. This dynamic layout reconfigures the same information accounting for the constraints of different delivery environments. Second, the authoring of information is supported by incremental improvements during the design process. These improvements help the user explore the design space with incremental design decisions. Third, these visual languages are constructed by demonstration. An authoring tool to modify these languages without coding is presented.
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archi·tec·ture (ərˈkī-tēkˈchər)
... 4. Design or orderly arrangement perceived by man: the architecture of nature.
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY
Introduction

The document as information interface

Design is in transition. This is most evident in the domain of publishing. No longer can we view publishing as the creation of static printed documents. Instead, “documents are interfaces, used to access and navigate through collections of information.” [Haimes, 1994b]. Documents are interfaces that must dynamically reconfigure themselves based on their content, the medium in which they are displayed, and the intended use of the information they present. In addition, the luxury of individually crafting each document is not possible. We can, however, exploit the inherent structure of the information creating an architecture of information. This structure can be used to define visual languages which support both the interactive process of design, with a designer in the loop, or autonomous design, when the designer can not be present. This dissertation investigates new theories, tools and techniques to assist in the design process under these new conditions.

Today, the challenge of graphic design is becoming more critical as we move from the printed page to the design of dynamic media. Dynamic, multimedia applications are increasingly part of our daily life, caused by the push of technology’s increased power and decreased costs, and the pull from the media companies who are “selling and reselling as many bits as possible.”[1] Multimedia applications and access to vast quantities of data will soon be possible through the equivalent of one’s own television and cable network. The added dimension of the dynamic media introduces new variables that the designer must take into account when creating this new class of documents. The document is transformed into an interface through

Knowledge is a servant of thought and thought a satellite of feeling. It is for the architect to derive from the very nature of things what a thing wants to be.

LOUIS I. KAHN, WHAT WILL BE HAS ALWAYS BEEN, THE WORDS OF LOUIS I. KAHN

1.1 Nicholas Negroponte
which information is viewed. The distinction between static documents and computer interfaces is vanishing. Information is no longer static and documents will constantly be updated. Interfaces are becoming the primary vehicle for acquiring information. Effective design is the key to making this information accessible and understandable in the digital environment.

In order to improve the effectiveness of information presentation, its structure will be exploited. Throughout history, people have searched for ways to give structure to ideas and concepts, "to store knowledge in graphic form, and bring order and clarity to information." William Addison Dwiggins coined the phrase graphic design in 1922 to describe the process of bringing structural order and visual form to printed communications.

Xerox was one of the first corporations to address this notion of information structure and use the "elegant and inspirational phraseology, the architecture of information" to define its new corporate mission. [Smith and Alexander, 1988]. From this vision, Xerox produced an unprecedented set of inventions that have fundamentally changed the way in which we view computing. As described by then Xerox's president, Peter McColough,

The basic purpose of Xerox Corporation is to find the best means to bring greater order and discipline to information. Thus our fundamental thrust, our common denominator, has evolved toward establishing leadership in what we call the architecture of information. What we seek is to think of information itself as a natural and undeveloped environment which can be enclosed and made more habitable for the people who live and work within it.

The power and expressiveness of graphic design is simply illustrated in an example of the packaging design for an Ivory soap bar in Figure 1.1. This illustration shows how carefully crafted design can use the form of the presentation to modify the perception of the information content. Each example evokes quite a different response from the viewer. Unfortunately, we are no longer able to provide the expertise to craft individual presentations in quite the same way. Designers can no longer be present in the production cycle of every document. This suggest tools to meta-design descriptions of documents. This activity of meta-design creates descriptions that can subsequently be used to automatically design information under dynamic conditions.

In addition, less qualified people are continually being required to do the design of more and more information. Powerful tools are now in
the hands of graphically untrained users. The expectation is that these users have the knowledge and ability to design and present information as effectively as the professionally trained. This suggests tools for interactive design to aid not only the design professional but also the graphically untrained user.

**Publishing on-line**

Publishers have acknowledged that they must adapt to the digital world and provide information that is more flexible. Unfortunately, current methods of on-line publishing are limited in their expressiveness, unable to maintain a publisher's identity, or too restrictive as an interface, unable to provide the controls for dynamic interaction. By separating form from content publishers are beginning to more intelligently adapt their information to new conditions.

Publishers are beginning to be more responsive to the needs of their customers accommodating and focusing on smaller interest groups. For example, R.R. Donnelley, the largest commercial printer, has developed systems to be responsive to their customers. One of their customers went from producing two full-line catalogs a year to almost 200 niche-market specialty catalogs. In the process the production cycle was also reduced from 12 weeks to 7 days. They are able to make immediate shifts of their documents in direct response to their customers market. The term *mass customization* has been applied to the process of producing information that serves the needs and preferences of particular groups or set of individuals. Siegel & Gale, the world’s largest design firm, analyzes how the information
relates to a company’s structure. Through a process they call document-based reengineering they create infrastructure to support a company's own inhouse activities as well as their clients needs. [Haimes, 1994a; 1994b].

Existing tools have limited effectiveness as we move towards a digital publishing environment. Currently, there are three basic ways to access and view on-line information [Michalski, 1994]. These include page description languages (PDL), on-line services, and the use of the World Wide Web.

Page description languages, such as Adobe's Acrobat or WordPerfect's Envoy, are very expressive and can produce very high quality layouts. Their power is based on their orientation to page layout. This is also their major drawback. Page description languages do not provide a true interface and lack the flexibility for publishing new media that can be tailored to individual's preferences or needs. The only interaction available is to pan or zoom through a document.

Another technique to access computer-based information is through the use of on-line services, such as America OnLine or Prodigy. Here, the drawback is that the information provider typically loses all identity during presentation. More advanced systems, such as Ziff/Davis' Interchange, due out in early 1995, use templates and rules to present their information with more sophistication. These applications are being extended to handle the more general case of on-line publishing, such as newspapers and magazines, but because of their initial design goals, will find it difficult to extend their capabilities to support the more general problem of expressive graphic design.

Yet another approach to publish and present information is the use of the World Wide Web and the HyperText Markup Language (HTML). Recently, this has been the focus of much attention. Companies, as well as individuals, have been using the Web to create and publish documents that others can browse. The drawback with the Web is that viewers currently do not have the expressiveness needed to control the presentation of information. Attempts are underway to correct this situation. However, these are limited to style sheets, cascading style sheets, etc. as a way to include more layout control. Unfortunately, this will be insufficient when dealing with dynamic content and display situations.
Design needs to become *ubiquitous*. By embedding knowledge of information structure and design constraints, information can maintain a *sense of itself*. This enables information presentation to be adaptive, taking into account the affordances and constraints of the delivery environment. Information sources can then present themselves appropriately under a wide variety of situations.

By exploiting the structure of the information, languages of design can be created. Similar to natural languages, visual languages are composed of primitive elements and rules for their combination. These languages can then drive different aspects of the process ranging from *meta-design*, intended to be used at a later time, to interactive design, immediately assisting user's actions.

This dissertation presents a new approach to the support of document creation where the documents are no longer static elements but dynamic publications that reflect the nature of the information they are conveying. By exploiting the structure of the information, design can be described as a construction in a visual language. The engine to process these visual languages is based on the computational-linguistic formalism of Relational Grammars. Relational Grammars provide a systematic way of describing the structure and meaning of design components. With this formalism, these issues surrounding design and the future of publishing are addressed.
This research explores the architecture of information to support its design and presentation. By using the structure intrinsic to the information, visual languages can be built to support and automate the process of design. The fundamental difference in this approach compared to other systems that automate, or otherwise support design, is that it is the structure of the information and not a set of templates or rules that facilitates design. This structure is defined as a formal language which then supports various aspects of the design process. Relational Grammars is the formalism used to describe this class of visual languages and VIA: Visual Information Architecture is the prototype environment within which this research has been explored.

In this research, the formalism of Relational Grammars supports the design and presentation of dynamic documents. In contrast to traditional string languages, Relational Grammars handle descriptions of higher order constraints between the elements of the language. This formalism affords a number of different user interactions within the design process including:

- the automatic presentation of information
- the interactive design of information
- the creation of grammars by demonstration

First, information is automatically presented on separate delivery environments and under a variety of conditions. When designers can no longer be in the production loop of a document, they can participate in a meta-design activity. In this activity, designers create visual languages that are subsequently used to automatically present information. In this form of design, predefined grammars process data that has been classified and contains relationships between the elements of input. This process produces a complete articulation of that information given the constraints and affordances in the delivery environment. For example, Figure 1.2 illustrates a presentation on a high resolution color display that incorporates a number of different data types, including QuickTime movies. Alternatively, the same information processed by the same language is presented on a personal digital assistant (PDA), in Figure 1.3. Design tradeoffs between the display environments were made creating different articulations of the same information. On the lower resolution PDA, constraints filter out QuickTime movies and produce a multi-page presentation. This example suggests a scenario where the same information from a
technical manual could be presented on a high resolution screen in an office or on a PDA out in the field while doing repairs.

Second, visual languages support the process of interactive design. By watching the user during the design process, the system can make suggestions and then improve an artifact under construction within the context of a given language. This language can help guide and direct a designer during the process of document creation. For example, during the authoring process, the system can clean up partial designs and produce a finished, on-line table of contents as shown in Figure 1.4. This scenario enforces a style of design within the predefined visual language. Supporting the interactive design of information includes a number of other scenarios in addition to incremental refinement including top-down expansion of design elements, continuation or completion of partial designs, verification of partial or complete designs, and zooming based on the derived structure of the information.

Finally, tools assist designers in the creation and modification of these languages by demonstration. Designers must be supported in building these dynamic languages without having to write code. Working within the interactive scenario, Relational Grammars also assist in the creation and modification of design rules by example. These rules can then be used in the design of automatic presentations or interactively supporting other design activities. To illustrate this capability, a rule editor has been constructed to explore the creation of visual languages by demonstration. For example, the original table of contents of a popular magazine, Figure 1.5, can be redesigned by modifying the underlying grammar rule that creates individual article entries, Figure 1.6.
Summary

By exploiting the architecture of information, visual languages can be used to support different aspects of the design process. This dissertation describes visual languages to support the automatic presentation of information, the interactive design of information, and tools for the creation of visual languages by demonstration. This document continues with a brief description of the problems and opportunities that have motivated it. A description of the approach taken by this research with its underlying assumptions is then presented in Chapter 3. For those unfamiliar with computational-linguistics and language-based systems, this chapter provides a brief overview.

After this brief introduction, three chapters describing the different applications of visual languages are presented. These chapters can be read independently, but are meant to compliment one another. Chapter 4 describes the automatic presentation of information. This description begins with a simple static example and then presents more dynamic documents that have been automatically constructed. An appendix illustrates the complete grammar used in the main example of this chapter. The interactive design of information, in chapter 5, illustrates a number of examples of how grammars can be integrated into the toplevel design loop. Finally, chapter 6 illustrates rule acquisition by demonstration. This provides an important tool for designers enabling them to create and modify these visual languages interactively. In each chapter, partial grammars are presented with the unique requirements these separate approaches place on the role of visual parsing. In order to place this work in the proper context, related research that has influenced each approach is discussed within that chapter. The dissertation concludes with a summary including the future research suggested by this work and a brief description of the implementation.
Problems and opportunities

Introduction

This chapter highlights a number of problems and opportunities facing designers in the digital world. These problems and opportunities arise from the information-rich, networked environment in which we now create and distribute information. The presentation of this information places new constraints on design. Given the dynamic nature of the digital environment, the rate of information production is already overwhelming. Information is constantly changing and people have the ability to view information on different devices and for different uses. In addition, designers will not be able to be in the creative loop of this production cycle and untrained users are beginning to publish their own information. Users of these powerful publishing tools need support in the structuring and creation of their presentations.

However, in the digital environment there are a number of new opportunities available to us. We can begin to personalize information and customize its presentation to increase its relevance. The theories and techniques described in this dissertation suggest a new type of design. Design knowledge embedded in the information can support the effective presentation of itself in a variety of situations. Design will become ubiquitous, where information will have a sense of itself and be able to reconfigure its presentation in response to its environment.

In each period of our history, design and communication have evolved synchronously with the technology of the time. Each new medium has extended our sense of reality and each has looked to its predecessor for language and conventions, referencing and adapting its characteristics until its unique capabilities can be explored and codified.

Muriel Cooper, Design Quarterly, 1989
Information explosion

With ever increasing frequency, we are being overwhelmed with information. Richard Saul Wurman describes the so-called information age as really “an explosion of non-information; it is an explosion of data.”

More information has been produced in the last 30 years than in the previous 5,000 years and the total of all printed knowledge doubles every 8 years. About 1000 books are published internationally every day and there are over 9600 different periodicals published in the U.S. every year. Wurman’s book describes the anxiety we all experience when we have too many facts, yet not enough information. His remedy has been to organize information to make it accessible. For example, he has published a series of travel guides organized by location so travellers are presented the information in a more relevant and comprehensible form. Albert Gore uses the term exformation to describe the phenomena of accumulated surpluses of data whose existence is known but is outside of our conscious awareness [Gore, 1991]. Gore states:

We have automated the process of gathering information without enhancing our ability to absorb its meaning.

Associated with this information explosion is the growing connectivity of networked communication and information access. As newer, faster data networks are constructed, the ability to gain access to even more data increases at a greater pace. Gore supports the national data super-highways. He continues:

New technologies that enhance the ability to create and understand information have always led to dramatic changes in civilization. Now come distributed networks connecting a myriad of computers ... There is no longer any doubt that such machines will reshape human civilization. ...

Meta-design

Publishing and the consumption of information will occur at an ever increasing pace in this new environment. The traditional approach to making information understandable is to employ a designer or graphic artist. With increased regularity, involving a designer may not be desirable or even practical. Information in this environment will no longer have the luxury of being pre-designed. Either it will be left in a raw format (as it is today), or new techniques will be employed to meta-design descriptions that can be used to automatically present...
the information at a later time. Meta-design is a process in which design professionals can create flexible descriptions of designs. These descriptions will be capable of responding to the dynamics of the information, environment and intended use. They will be more flexible than a set of templates and rules and will support information presentation when information is missing, when the information is presented in different mediums, and when it is utilized for different purposes.

Information dynamics

Our computational environments are the most plastic, modifiable tools ever known. In today's dynamic computational environments, not only can the content of our information change, but so can the structure of its presentation. Computer-based documents have the ability to respond differently based on information, users, and environment. As shown in Figure 2.1, Ishizaki [Ishizaki, 1993] categorizes the dynamics of information display on three separate axes: information characteristics, user interaction, and media presentation. The origin represents static states of each axis while the shaded region corresponds to most dynamic state. For example, printed phone books are located near the origin, i.e., they are not interactive and the information available is static. Interactive multimedia training manuals, however, are located in the shaded region exhibiting dynamics along all dimensions. Authors must now be concerned with not only the spatial characteristics but also the temporal nature of their documents, including: animations, simulations, and the non-linear flow of interactive hypermedia links.

Information is dynamic and evolving, changing its relevance and reliability. Presentations have the potential to reflect the dynamic state of an underlying computation, simulation, or real-time event. This has become most apparent in simulation-based training systems and the scientific visualization of information. Supporting dynamic user interaction also places constraints on the way in which the information can be displayed. Information can be used by different people interested in different parts of the data or for different tasks. The same information can also be displayed on different output devices at different times. Each of these output devices might support different information display characteristics, such as size, color and dynamic (e.g., QuickTime movies) capabilities.

![Figure 2.1](image-url)
Personalized information

Along with this new power of information access and dynamics, we now have the capability in our computing environments to personalize information. It is very frustrating to receive a general answer to a specific question. For example, when inquiring about directions to an L.A. restaurant in a car, it may be accurate to provide directions that include information using the freeways. However, it may be inappropriate when you will be taking public transportation, a bicycle, or walking.

As mentioned previously, publishers are moving towards mass customization of information. By being able to respond to the needs of their customers, publishers are beginning to target smaller and smaller audiences. In the process, publishers can provide more and more relevant information. This demands a more flexible and agile publishing process in order to respond to the market forces of their readership. New techniques and tools to support this process are necessary.

Design excellence

We are beginning to harness our computational power as indicated by the success of the desktop-publishing industry. As a result, however, another problem begins to emerge. Many systems today expect, even encourage, users to make the basic graphic-design decisions of the documents they create. We have provided the tools without requiring the basic skills to control the presentation of the information. In his article on document design and desktop publishing, Jon Bentley makes fun of the misuse of powerful tools by abusing the typeface in this quotation:

“powerful tools can sometimes be powerfully ABUSED.”

Just because we have the capability doesn’t mean that we should use it. Users need to understand how to apply these capabilities more effectively. This places enormous responsibility for a crucial system component of making information understandable and accessible in untrained hands. We should not expect typical users to be design experts. The results are often ineffective solutions for the presentation of information. In order to raise the quality of design, we need to begin to provide design knowledge embedded in the tools we deliver.
These tools can support the design and presentation of information for everyday users.

But, is good information design really necessary? Tufte suggests that it is "important stuff" and uses an example to illustrate the serious nature of design. Tufte [Tufte, 1992] presents an example from the disastrous January 28, 1986, cold-weather launch of the Challenger space shuttle. He suggests that if the information had been properly presented, this incident could have been avoided. Figure 2.2 illustrates how the data was presented before the launch. In Figure 2.2 each of the 24 launches is presented as 2 booster rockets. The temperature at launch time and marks indicating O-ring damage are both indicated on the boosters. It is difficult to identify the relationship between temperature and O-ring damage. This presentation obscures the real meaning of the data. Tufte classifies this obscuring of information as *chartjunk*. Figure 2.3 presents the same data but instead plots the number of O-ring incidents against temperature. The curve is extrapolated to the forecasted 31-degree temperature of launch day.

---


olated to the forecasted 31-degree temperature of launch day. This extrapolation illustrates the correlation between cold-weather launches and the history of O-ring damage.

Not all redesigns are so dramatic or have such devastating consequences, but bad design can clearly cost time and effort, and obscure the real meaning of the information. In order to support effective communication of information, a structured organization of the data is important. This structure can then be used to build meaningful and effective presentations.

**Ubiquitous design**

Weiser [Weiser, 1991] suggests that only when technology disappears into the fabric of society and becomes indistinguishable from it, do we see its most profound effects. Ubiquitous computing is the term he uses to describe this effect when applied to the computing environment. He believes that ubiquitous computing will help overcome the problem of information overload.

There is more information available at our fingertips during a walk in the woods than in any computer system, yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and computers frustrating. Machines that fit the human environment instead of forcing humans to enter theirs will make using a computer as refreshing as taking a walk in the woods.2.9

In order to make ubiquitous computing a realization, we will also need to support ubiquitous design, design of the presentation of information that is embodied in the tools and devices with which we interact. This will facilitate the flow of information and not just data.

**Summary**

Design and publishing are going through significant changes and information presentation must be flexible to accommodate these changes. As design moves from traditional media into the electronic studio, we need to provide more support for design by users of all levels of expertise in different disciplines. Applications that deal with the design process should support and liberate the user to more easily explore creative design solutions. Computational tools should support users in principled design with on-line assistance as well as automated design techniques. In addition, designers need to participate in
a meta-design process, so that they do not have to be available during the delivery of online documents. The tools and techniques described in this dissertation support this notion of agile publishing and dynamic presentation of information.
Introduction

This dissertation applies technology that has been developed in the area of computational linguistics and rule-based systems to support the process of design. The main assumption is that graphic design, and design in general, can utilize the structure in the domain to construct a visual language to support the creation process. Figure 3.1 shows a typical page from three sources: a magazine table of contents, a book chapter page, and a newspaper front page. Each of these examples conforms to a set of rules and stylistic guidelines. By encoding layout knowledge in the form of grammar rules, the system can support different user interactions in the creation of dynamic documents. One can identify and represent the primitive elements and the rules for combination necessary to support a systematic construction.

The greatest crisis facing modern civilization is going to be how to transform information into structured knowledge.

CARLOS FUENTES

FIGURE 3.1
Formats of information presentation for different media: a magazine table of contents, a chapter page from a book, and a newspaper front page, each illustrating a specific layout and style.
and presentation of these documents. For example, the grid is a standard organizing device and each layout uses a different grid for its arrangement. Some of these layout rules are generic and transcend single design layouts (e.g., equal sizing and alignment of similar elements), while others are specific to a particular design (e.g., vertical indentation for a particular layout).

Recently, work by [Mackinlay, 1986; Feiner, 1988; Marks, 1991; Kalay and Majkowski, 1987] and others have illustrated that a linguistic representation can be effectively used to support computer-based design and layout. Much of this work has been motivated by the desire for automatic layout tools for different domains. Other systems have applied a grammar-based approach to support the design process by interpreting the input of the user and suggesting improvements and alternatives [Lakin, 1986; Kochhar and Friedell, 1990].

A characterization of design systems, based on [Kochhar, et al., 1991], will be used to examine the interaction paradigms afforded by these systems. This characterization identifies different levels of user interaction, ranging from: completely manual, to constraint-based, to critic-based, to improver-based, to cooperative, and finally, to fully automatic. Relational Grammars enable interactions over many of these levels particularly, the automatic and improver-based approaches. This investigation is explored within a prototype environment, VIA, Visual Information Architecture, which embodies these theories and techniques.

As background to this thesis, the tradition of structuralism applied to design will be introduced. This approach has produced a number of rule-based systems to support different design domains. The use of grammars in their more traditional role of natural language will also be discussed. The requirements visual languages place on parsing will be described and the application of Relational Grammars to visual domains will be introduced. This chapter will end with a vision of document processing that supports a more agile process of document creation.
Structuralism and design

In the late 1800's, Ferdinand de Saussure proposed a new analytical view of language in terms of its structure. This branch of linguistics, *semiology*, is a general theory of signs which includes verbal as well as non-verbal systems. This structure is based on the definition of elements of the language, the relations between them, and their rules of combination. At the center of this study of language was the linguistic “sign.” Saussure defined the linguistic sign as the combination of the representation of the token, for example the noise (i.e., the signifier) in a verbal system and the idea or object it signifies (i.e., the signified). The fundamental feature of the linguistic sign is that it is arbitrary in relation to the concept it represents. The interpretation of the sign is made only by contrast with other signs. Together they form the structural system of the language. Saussure was concerned with the difference between verbal language and the modernist's ideal of a visual language.

Search for languages of design

In contrast, modern design theory has searched for a system of signs which is universal, based on biological models of perception. The Bauhaus was a focus of design thinking in the early part of this century and was a leader in this search. The explorations into identifying a *language of vision* are part of its legacy. This language was described as being analogous to, but different and isolated from, verbal languages. Visual form was seen as “a universal and transhistorical script, speaking directly to the mechanics of the eye and brain.”

Lupton points out that Paul Klee's *Pedagogical Sketchbook* [Klee, 1953] and Wassily Kandinsky's *Point and Line to Plane* [Kandinsky, 1979] are primers for the grammar of visual languages. In Kandinsky's Point and Line to Plane, he describes a universal dictionary that would form the basis of a visual language:

> The progress won through systematic work will create a dictionary which, in its further development, will lead to a 'grammar' and, finally, to a theory of composition that will pass beyond the boundaries of the individual art expressions and become applicable to 'Art' as a whole.

Following in this tradition, Gyorgy Kepes' *Language of Vision* [Kepes, 1961] and Laszlo Moholy-Nagy's *Vision in Motion* [Moholy-Nagy, 1947] were published at the School of Design in Chicago. They use Gestalt psychology to give a scientific rationale to the *language of vision*. In addition, Karl Gerstner wrote *Designing Programmes*.

---


3.2 Kandinsky, W. Point and Line to Plane, 1979.
[Gerstner, 1968] which explores the structure of design as programmed systems and resultant processes rather than as a unique product. All of these explorations were ways of thinking about design in a structured way. They have laid the foundation of structured design thinking that continues today in computer-based systems. In his book, Digital Mantras, Holtzman captures the essence of structuralism.

The goal of structuralism is to formalize and make explicit these underlying rules and conventions.3.3

He presents a number of examples that take a structured approach to design in a wide variety of disciplines including music, art and virtual worlds.

Characterization of information

In pursuit of this structuralist approach to design support, system builders have limited the scope of the problem. A subset of the more general graphic design problem, information presentation, has been a focus for much research. By limiting the scope, a more basic understanding of the general design problem begins to emerge. In order to support the presentation of information, both automatically and interactively, researchers use a characterization of data types. This section describes the classic literature of information characterization and the mapping of this information into visual marks in a presentation. Sources for extending this characterization into dynamic data types are also discussed.

Norman’s appropriateness principle emphasizes the care needed in choosing the right mapping from data to presentation technique:

The surface representation used by the artifact should allow the person to work with exactly the information acceptable to the task: neither more nor less.3.4

Typical characterizations of information include the differentiation between nominal, ordinal, and quantitative data. Nominal information describes unordered categories, such as names of elements. Ordinal information describes ordered categories such as days of the week. Ordered data is further characterized by coordinates, e.g., points in time or space, and amounts, e.g., weights or costs. Quantitative information describes numerical data and is further characterized as continuous and discrete.

A similar categorization of information is suggested by Wurman

3.3 Holtzman, S. Digital Mantras 1994, p. 50.
He believes that there are only five strategies for organizing information which apply to almost all endeavors. These are category, time, location, alphabet or continuum. These principles of organization elicit new levels of understanding by taking different perspectives on the same information.

Jacques Bertin [Bertin, 1983] defines a methodology for the display of quantitative information based on the characteristics of the information and the ability to encode different types of data with different graphic techniques. The graphic techniques, or variables, he identifies include x and y dimensions, size, value, texture, color, orientation and shape. The main task of encoding data in his theory is the mapping of information type to the proper graphic variable. Certain graphic variables are better at encoding certain types of data. In fact, certain graphic variables are not appropriate at all for particular types of data as illustrated by Figure 3.2. Bertin applies the notion of efficiency to rate the success of a particular visualization. This is Zipf's metric of mental cost applied to the visual domain [Zipf, 1935].

Mackinlay [Mackinlay, 1986] was the first to use this simple characterization to map from relational data to different types of bar charts. He used the terms expressiveness to identify whether a particular graphic technique could express a certain type of data and effectiveness to describe how well that information was presented in that technique. The environments in which the information will be displayed have also been classified. [Marks, 1991; Roth and Mattis, 1990] have illustrated the effect of various characterizations of data applied to the automatic presentation of designs. Kanarick [Kanarick, 1992] extended these categories to include temporal and locative subdivisions within the ordinal (e.g., days of the week) and quantitative (e.g., hours of the day) data. Comprehensive sets of data characterization can be found in [Arens, 1993; Bertin, 1983; Norman, 1991; Roth and Mattis, 1990; Kosslyn, 1989, 1994; and Senay, 1991]. This dissertation incorporates these principles implicitly. More importantly, it provides a formalism in which they can be applied to support design.

**Characterization of temporal information**

The extension of information categorization into temporal data is beginning to evolve. As systems concern themselves more and more with dynamic design (e.g., CD-ROMs, Interactive games, etc), this classification will become very important. Insights into the encoding of dynamic information can be found in sources such as psychology [Kosslyn, 1989; Norman, 1991], film [Bordwell and Thompson,
At the turn of the century when technology was changing the fabric of our society,

A truly modern way of depicting the new experience of space and time was called for, one that could reflect the sensation of simultaneity, speed, and dynamism that engulfed Western consciousness.3.5

Marey and Muybridge used chronophotography to make visible the underlying laws of nature. They thought that their images would assist artists in depicting the real world more accurately. In fact, their images became one of the key visual sources for this aesthetic. But the artists that incorporated their analytic decompositions of time, space and motion created another reality with these images. Today, we are most familiar with this body of work through the application the images by early modern artists, such as Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase in 1912 (Figure 3.3). The repeated overlapping forms remain as one of the most influential sources for representing time, speed and motion. Their work transformed the forms of chronophotography and made them into a visual language and convention to represent the dynamic sensation of time.

One technique to present temporal information is the use of small multiples. This storyboard technique encourages the viewer to compare information between multiple instances of the data over time. By examining traces, discrete or overlaid, the viewer can compare data to achieve a better comprehension of the information. Edward Tufte characterizes a worthwhile graphic technique as one that induces the viewer to think about the substance rather than the form, encouraging the eye to compare different pieces of data and revealing the data at several levels of detail, while avoiding distortion. [Tufte, 1983]. Today, many systems have the added capability of three-dimensional displays to dynamically simulate an event or process over time.

Film is another source for the characterization of temporal information. Time can be manipulated to evoke different responses by making the viewer actively participate in making sense of the narrative of the film. Manipulation of order, duration and frequency are three specific temporal factors that can be controlled in the language of

film [Bordwell and Thompson, 1990]. Temporal order includes techniques such as flashbacks. There are two types of film duration, the actual duration of events and the screen duration. Emphasis can be created by expanding screen time relative to an event that only takes a short duration. Screen duration can also be used to compress story time.

Another source for the representation of time is sequential art, i.e., comics. Scott McCloud describes the interaction and depiction of time in comics. Generally, it leads to one of two motifs, sound or motion. Though comics existed for many centuries without depicting time, its incorporation into the language of comics was inevitable. Initially, this centered around the use of multiple images in sequence. More and more sophisticated mechanisms have evolved and have been explored in the language of sequential art.

In learning to read comics, we all learned to perceive time spatially, for in the world of comics, time and space are one and the same. 3.6

The depiction of sound in a static, print medium adds duration to a panel partially because of the nature of sound, but also as a result of the actions and reactions of the characters in the panel. Sound can be graphically represented by balloons or sound effects. Motion can be illustrated in the closure from panel to panel or through a number of graphic techniques within a single panel. Motion lines, multiple images, photo blurring of the subject or blurring of the background are just some of the techniques used today (Figure 3.4).

Examination and analysis of the nature of dynamics and temporal information from other domains can better support the design process. Affordances and constraints of the information and delivery environments can then be utilized to make mappings of the information into more effective presentations. These techniques are becoming more relevant to creating systems that can support multimedia authoring tools. With a better understanding of temporal data, languages of design will emerge that incorporate the expressiveness and effectiveness criteria to form the basis of a new class of multimedia design systems.
The study of natural language has traditionally been divided into two basic categories, syntax and semantics. More specifically, however, the process of understanding and generating natural language includes a number of interconnected layers of processing. Typically these are divided into morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and discourse (Figure 3.5). Morphology, or word structure, is included in the broad definition of syntax, while pragmatics and discourse are part of the general category of semantics. Pragmatics deals with context and intentions of the speakers, while discourse is related to the use of multiple utterances and how they support the establishment of context for better understanding. This research focuses on the aspects of syntax and syntax directed parsing to support design.

Syntax

Work on syntactic models of natural language processing have drawn upon research in both computer science, which is interested in efficiency and search, and linguistic theory, which is interested in the formalisms that can be used to characterize the grammatical strings of natural language. The syntax of natural language is concerned with two interrelated concepts, grammars and parsing algorithms. A grammar is a finite specification of a possibly infinite set of languages that systematically captures the regularities of the language. A grammar can be used to generate sentences in the language. It can also be used to determine whether a given input string belongs to the language and identify the structure according to the grammar. Parsing algorithms, on the other hand, specify how to apply a grammar to a sequential input string to produce a structured representation, or parse tree. In general, a parser includes both the grammar and the parsing algorithm.

A grammar is composed of one or more rules that typically map multiple symbols to a new symbol. In natural language, for instance, a sentence (S) is formed from a noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP). This is captured in the rule:

\[ S \rightarrow \text{NP VP} \]

The left-hand side of the rule is the composite formed by rule application. In this case, a sentence (S) is formed. This is sometimes referred to as the mother or parent of the rule. The right-hand side of the rule is a list of the input necessary for the rule to apply. In this
case, the grammar indicates a noun phrase (NP) preceding a verb phrase (VP) are necessary. These are sometimes referred to as the daughters or children of the rule.

**Parsing**

Parsing is the process of determining the structure of the sentence being parsed. Using a grammar that describes the structure of strings in a particular language, a parser assigns a structure to a grammatical sentence. This structure is called a parse tree. The parse tree corresponds to the order in which the rules within the grammar can be applied to transform a start symbol, or goal state, into the final structure. The start symbol of the simple language above is S, indicating that a sentence is the goal of the parsing process.

*Top-down* processing begins with the start symbol and applies the grammar rules forward until the symbols at the terminals of the tree correspond to the components of the sentence being parsed. This is goal-directed search. On the other hand, *bottom-up* parsers start with the sentence being parsed and apply the rules backward to build a parse tree whose terminals are the words of the sentence and whose top node is the start symbol of the grammar. This search through the space of alternatives is data-driven and builds successive layers of syntactic abstractions.

**Semantics**

Semantic interpretation is the process of mapping natural language utterances onto some representation of the world, or onto a model of the real or an imaginary world. Conventionally, semantics is about the truth or satisfaction conditions of a particular utterance, while pragmatics deal with the context and the intentions of the speakers. According to the principle of compositionality, put forth by the philosopher Frege, the meaning of a sentence can be expressed in terms of the meanings of its parts. The rule-to-rule hypothesis provides a framework in which syntactic and semantic rules are matched, (i.e., each syntactic rule has a semantics component). Taken together this means that semantics can be formed by taking the semantics of the rule that generated the tree and applying it (as a function) to the semantics of the constituents of the tree.

**Ambiguity**

Ambiguity is a major part of natural language expressions. In processing natural language one of the main goals is the reduction of this ambiguity. Ambiguity can take on three different forms. There is lexical...
Ambiguity in traditional natural language processing is problematic, producing slow and potentially inaccurate results. In design, however, the notion of ambiguity takes on another role. In the beginning stages of design, there are many options and the decision making process needs to remain flexible. This form of ambiguity can actually contribute to a better understanding of the problem and to more appropriate design solutions. The ability of parsers to maintain this ambiguity and use it to support subsequent interpretation is an big advantage to supporting the design process.

**Generation**

The basic task of language generation is to produce a valid string in the target language given a parse tree. Determining what words and phrases to use in describing the structured representations is one of the basic decisions. Language generation is similar to language understanding in that the initial work concentrated on conversion of isolated sentences. However, growing interest in discourse and pragmatics has led increasingly to the development of systems that deal
with multi-sentence text production. In fact, the characterization of multimedia generation is similar to this expanded notion of language generation. Both of these processes include: 1) content selection, constructing a structure that represents the information to be communicated; 2) media planning, organizing the content to be communicated so the resulting discourse is appropriate to the function of the media and for the intended audience; and 3) content realization, how to say the sequence of “utterances” by applying lexical information and syntactic rules [Grosz, et al., 1986; Maybury, 1993].

**Early work in natural language processing**

An interesting comparison in natural language to design is the use of templates. Early work in natural language processing used templates to produce the appearance of natural language understanding. The classic example of the use of templates is the ELIZA program [Weizenbaum, 1966] which simulates a session with a psychologist. Because of the rigid nature of templates, the program would drop information and fail. For example, if told, “my friend’s sister likes me,” the program will ignore the word *friend* and produce the inappropriate response, “Tell me more about your family.” The system would rate words to determine which templates to choose, and if none were applicable, elicit more information. Basically, only a superficial analysis of a sentence would be possible.

Today, many editors and graphic systems use templates to describe and control graphics. They fail in similar ways because of the rigid and superficial nature of the template representation. In order create a richer understanding, and therefore better support in the graphic domain, we need more sophisticated tools, similar to those that have evolved in natural language processing.

Another early approach to producing natural language systems was to deal with highly constrained worlds where knowledge could be represented. A milestone was Winograd’s SHRDLU program in 1971. He used a restricted domain to show the possibility of natural language understanding in a restricted blocks world. This approach limits the scope of the problem to make it more tractable. In some sense, the limited scope of the domain of page layout enables the automatic and interactive design of on-line documents.
Visual language processing

Computational linguistics has developed theories and techniques which have proven useful for string languages as mentioned previously. By extending them into the visual domains, we can gain significant leverage. Using an independently motivated parser has a number of advantages. Most importantly, if we think of visual communication as a structured language, we can use the grammar and parsing technologies to extract that structure and provide a better understanding of that information. In addition, we can take advantage of all the previous work in natural language processing. As progress is made in natural language processing, those advances can be incorporated into the methods used here.

Requirements of visual languages

Both string languages and visual language systems have many similarities. However, visual languages place a number of unique requirements on conventional rule representations and parsing techniques. Within the context of this research, the following requirements have become evident.

- *The parser needs to refer to the elements of the design.*
  String languages use words while visual lanaguages use objects. These elements in the interface or document form the basic lexical categories of the language.

- *Encodable rules must relate to the design space.*
  Rules and constraints of the visual domain must be expressible. For instance, alignment and symmetry are useless if they cannot be expressed. Traditional one-dimensional string languages are not adequate for this task and must be extended to higher dimensions.

- *The rule language must allow arbitrary domain-specific constraints.*
  The rule language must be expressive enough to allow arbitrary domain-specific constraints, not necessarily restricted to those that are just visual in nature. For example, the rule language must be able to express arbitrary relationships such as topology and specific relations that are not visual in nature (e.g., the author-of relation for the design of books and table of contents).

- *Arbitrary order of input of the design elements must be supported.*
  Traditional string parsing assumes input is in a strict left-to-right sequence. In visual domains, however, the system cannot restrict the
user to conform to a special order of input. Design must continue in a natural way without any restrictions to the order of input.

- **Non-monotonic changes must be supported.**

Non-monotonic changes to the input should also be handled with minimal disruption so users can move, resize, and delete elements of their design. String-based languages are typically monotonic, because words cannot be unsaid or removed from the input.

**Visual parsers**

The basic process of the parser is to build structure, usually in the form of a tree, from the elements of input in the design. Each leaf of the tree represents lexical items in the grammar. When rules fire, composite elements are created moving up to the next branch of the tree. When the top of the tree is reached, the final composite is formed, completing the “visual sentence.” This is graphically represented in Figure 3.7.

There is a wide-ranging family of higher-dimensional grammar frameworks which include array, tree, or graph grammars [Rosenfeld, 1990] and unification-based constraint grammars [Helm and Marriott, 1991]. Where string grammars generate or compose expressions consisting of one-dimensional arrays of symbols, these higher-dimensional grammars deal in structures characterized by the domain. For example, these characterizations might be based on geometric positions in two or three dimensional space, or topological connectivity, or arbitrary semantic relations holding among information objects. The motivation for using higher-dimensional grammars rather than string-based grammars is that strings alone will not be a rich enough structure to capture relationships in design domains. The information content and context serving as the input to a presentation procedure cannot be naturally or easily coerced into a string. However, the architecture used in this dissertation would still be appropriate for use with more traditional string-based frameworks such as attribute grammars [Knuth, 1968].

The Relational Grammar approach can be viewed as a graph-rewriting problem (see Figure 3.7). The relations are represented by arcs, and terminals and nonterminals of the grammar by labeled nodes. One could then define graph replacement rules that would rewrite graphs to other graphs. This approach can be seen in work on graph grammars [Ehrig, Nagl and Rozenberg, 1986]. However, as Helm and Marriott [Helm and Marriott, 1986; 1991] suggest, it is useful to
provide indirection between graphical relations named by the grammar and the operations that might have to verify them as constraints relative to particular database queries on graphical objects. This indirection helps to maintain a generality to the approach by preserving an independence between the grammar and the database. However, it does complicate the determination of the computational complexity of the algorithm.

Taking Figure 3.7 as an illustration of Helm and Marriott's approach, the lines would be represented by axioms and rules of a constraint theory, while the nodes would be represented by first order logic terms with graphical attributes. The mother-daughter relations would be specified by hierarchical definite-clause-grammar-style composition rules [Pereria and Warren, 1980]. Parsing, as well as generation, could then be handled by the general resolution theorem-proving mechanism of logic programming with constraints. The goals of Relational Grammars are similar to Helm and Marriott in that both formalisms attempt to handle a very general class of graphical languages. However, Relational Grammars extend Earley-style parsing with techniques to accommodate graphic elements and sets of elements in the table lookup while Helm and Marriott use logic programming augmented with general constraint-solving techniques by extending definite-clause grammars.

Relational Grammars allow the grammar to state any number of spatial-relation constraints among the constituents of the rule body. Unlike the approach of Golin and Reiss [Golin and Reiss, 1989], Relational Grammars do not allow constraints among elements arbitrarily far in the derivation tree. Unlike the grammars of SILICON system [Crimi, et al., 1989], Relational Grammars do not confine spatial constraints to a single relation among pairs of elements that are adjacent in a rule body. As mentioned previously, Relational Grammars separate the parsing mechanism (i.e., the parse table) from any particular set of visual relations used by the grammar.

Relational Grammars are using a context free backbone as its formalism. In context free grammars, the left-side of the rule consists of only the symbol to be replaced. Nothing can influence how the replacement is done, hence the label context-free. But Relational Grammars use the power of attribute features and propagate these attributes from composite to composite. These are then used in rule matching. This added power is traded against the the grammar's context-freeness. In general, the Chomsky language-type hierarchy does-
n't carry over to the general category of higher order languages like Relational Grammars.

Fred Lakin utilizes spatial parsing to build interpretation of user actions that enable system actions in response to the visual phrase. He states:

*Spatial parsing is the process of recovering the underlying syntactic structure of a visual communication object from its spatial arrangement.*

He uses spatial parsing for five separate applications: a visual programming language, visual communication system for aphasics (VIC), finite-state-automaton diagrams, graphic devices for organizing textual sentence fragments (SIBTRANS), and support for understanding informal conversational graphics of blackboard use.

One of the main contributions of this dissertation has been to apply the independently justified grammar formalism to the interactive and automatic support of graphic design, and to be explicit as to the role it plays in supporting the process of design. There are other systems that claim to be using grammars but don't. Much of the previous research that uses grammars for design does not articulate how grammar rules are used in their algorithms.

**VIA: Visual Information Architecture**

This thesis investigates the use of a computational linguistic-based parser and grammar formalism to support the design process. This independently motivated parsing algorithm forms the basis of an experimental environment for the creation and presentation of multimedia documents. This environment VIA, *Visual Information Architecture* supports the investigation into the different scenarios. Kochhar, Marks, and Friedell [Kochhar, et al., 1991] characterize the articulation of a designed artifact along the axis of automaticity, from completely manual to completely automatic. VIA provides support along this axis for various scenarios. VIA has been used to support interactive, improver-based design [Weitzman and Wittenburg, 1993], as well as the automatic presentation of dynamic multimedia documents [Weitzman and Wittenburg, 1994]. Figure 3.9 illustrates the automatic and interactive paradigms with Relational Grammars as the key processing component.

FIGURE 3.8
Fred Lakin’s VIC uses pairwise comparison of the objects for parsing of phrase structure.
A categorization of different interactive paradigms include:

- Incremental improvement
- Graphic design completion
- Design verification and error checking
- Syntax-directed editing
- Structural zooming, and
- Automatic presentation.

VIA uses Relational Grammars in an incremental, bottom-up parsing algorithm of [Wittenburg, et al., 1991] with an additional constraint solving module [Maloney, 1991; Freeman-Benson et al., 1990]. The parser is able to handle different interaction paradigms by modifying the way in which input is processed by the parser. These variations can be characterized into a number of distinct types, top-down vs bottom-up parsing, complete (cover all input) vs incremental parsing (cover partial input), and depth-first vs breadth-first control of search.

In addition to top-down vs bottom-up processing mentioned previously, parsing can search the space of derivations breadth-first or depth-first. A depth-first approach extends a hypothesis as far as it can before trying other options. This method is concerned with finding the first solution in a somewhat sequential manner. Alternatively, a breadth-first search through the search space maintains multiple solutions and advancing them all in turn. These alternatives have implications when applied to interaction paradigms. For instance,
during automatic design, a depth-first search is used to find the first derivation covering all input. However, in an interactive mode, the parser should find any improvement, so a breadth-first search is used that doesn’t need to cover all input. In this way any improvement in the design will be triggered.

The bottom-up approach is well suited to an exploratory design process. In general, a bottom-up parser is used in VIA. The grammars can also be used in a top-down algorithm enabling the semantic expansion of design elements. An interactive design system that uses Relational Grammars with a top-down algorithm has been developed by [Collier and Karlin, 1993]. The system supports the creation of structured diagrams of phone equipment. Non-terminal elements in the design provide decision points in the development of the diagram. The process is complete when all elements in the design have been replaced by terminal elements in the grammar. The top-down approach is well suited to this structured domain, enforcing conformance to known design configurations.

As can be seen from Figure 3.9, Relational Grammars play a central role in this vision. In the automatic paradigm, the realization grammar maps from sets of content objects to multimedia documents; in the interactive paradigm, the improver-based grammar watches the user’s authoring actions and suggests improvements, creates composite objects, and so on. The larger vision also includes an authoring component which produces a grammar, rather than a finished document, that can be utilized in the other two paradigms.

**Input to VIA**

Information to be incorporated as input to VIA will have been previously filtered and classified. Other work at the Media Lab, including user profiling [NIF, 1994] and semantic-based linguistic retrieval [Chakravarthy, 1994], is concerned with these issues.

The automatic design scenarios assume the input has previously been classified by type with domain relations between the elements. The interactive scenario provides classification through menu selection while spatial relations are inferred by relative positions of the input elements. The research here is not concerned with the retrieval and filtering of data but on the structure and presentation of the information once it has been selected.
**Automatic presentation**

In the automatic presentation of information, the system parses the semantic relationships of the elements and creates the syntactic structure and constraints for layout. These constraints are utilized in realizing the document in its final form. Use of automatic layout to present information is enhanced by the ability to switch grammars. Separate grammars can embody individualized display styles, preferences, and standards of presentation. The ease of switching grammars dynamically supports the change of focus in the user, task, or environment, and a completely new presentation results for each new grammar. Alternatively, individual grammars can generate multiple interpretations where each interpretation produces a specialized presentation. Predicates within the grammar rules are used to guide the derivation of these interpretations. Predicates such as Large-Color-Display-P or PDA-P, will direct parsing to generate presentations for large, color displays or small, personal digital assistants, respectively.

In the domain of training manuals, grammars can also be created to support the various tasks that are associated with different users of the manual. In addition, grammars can support document standards for the production of variations of the manual. Training manuals, stored in databases, can dynamically display the current and most relevant information. This task-based emphasis helps the user, whether novice or expert, by illustrating information that is most relevant to their specific need. Answers to questions can now be personalized, making the use of the training manual more effective. In this domain, there are a number of typical tasks that can be identified. These include: **Overview**, providing the general description of equipment and procedures; **Usage**, describing how a piece of equipment will be used; **Installation**, describing the placement and connections of the various pieces of equipment; **Setup**, describing the calibration of the equipment once it is in place; **Maintenance**, describing the procedures for standard upkeep of the equipment; **Troubleshooting**, describing how to locate the source of a particular problem; and **Repairing**, describing the procedures on how to fix broken equipment. By utilizing different grammars for these different tasks, the system can present the information based on the situation, the level of expertise of the user, and in conformance to the standards of the intended audience. The user does not need to know that a new grammar is being used, only that the task context has changed. Remember that the emphasis here is not the selection and filtering of the information, but rather, on how to automatically present the information once it has been chosen.
**Interactive design**

Interactive use of Relational Grammars is symmetrical to the automatic presentation paradigm. While automatic presentation within VIA parses semantic relationships and produces the syntax of layout, interactive design parses the syntax relationships of layout and produces semantic elements of the domain. For example, in the interactive process of authoring an article for a table of contents, the relationships of how lexical elements are positioned and sized produces the semantic domain object *Article*. Many of the affordances of the Relational Grammar approach are best illustrated through an interactive design scenario. Interactive support includes simple cleanup and improvement of users’ actions, top-down refinement of design solutions, semantic zooming based on composite structures, graphic completion and verification of partially complete design decisions. One of the main contributions of this work is in the innovative techniques to support interactive design.

**Rule acquisition by demonstration**

An important aspect of any design environment is the ability to override and change the working assumptions as the design progresses. This research also investigates the use of an editor to dynamically modify and create rules to be incorporated in the grammar as design progresses. The declarative formalism of the rule definitions facilitates the acquisition of new rules. The process of acquisition uses a generalized grammar in the interactive scenario. This grammar encapsulates rules based on effective design in dynamic environments. The grammar alone can not easily isolate the proper inferences when building new rules. In order to disambiguate these graphic inferences, menus and interactive agendas engage the designer to direct the rule creation process. Similarly, menus can support the capture of domain relationships between the elements in the preconditions of rule bodies. The output of this process produces the declarative code that defines the rule. Rule management also includes the adding/deleting, enabling/disabling, and grouping/ungrouping of rules and rule sets.

**Dynamic environments**

One of the most exciting capabilities is the dynamic characteristic of the environment. The techniques in this research are integrated into a unified working prototype. The user can easily switch between the different scenarios and modes, and freely incorporate any changes made in the rule definitions. Thus, this integration allows the user to easily switch between the authoring and viewing of information.
In order to exploit these characteristics of the environment and produce dynamic documents, several techniques have been incorporated into the system. First, each element has the potential to become dynamic itself. Elements dynamically reflect changes in state by modifying visual attributes like visibility, position, color, etc. Second, constraints within the system support the standard temporal relationships defined in [Allen, 1983]. In this way, elements can constrain their start times, end times and durations using other elements in the document. Third, hyperlinks between different elements in the document are produced during the authoring process. This permits the user to quickly jump to other information within the document. All these techniques begin to define an environment in which users can author and view dynamic documents.

**Vision of document processing**

A new vision of how documents will be processed in the future is beginning to emerge. This process is no longer the production of a single document, but rather the creation of an information source that can be utilized to produce multiple instances of the information appropriate for the intended viewer, delivery environment, and ultimate use.

**Agile publishing**

Publishing should be tightly integrated into the workflow of business processes. Rob Haimes describes a vision of content-driven document creation that separates the content from the form, resulting in a more agile process [Haimes, 1994a; 1994b]. Haimes describes agile publishing as:

> Structuring content for repurposing and using more sophisticated templates (or rule-based design models) ultimately leads to an increasingly dynamic and automated publishing process — one that can become central to supporting a company's business objectives. 3.8

This vision enables data to be created and maintained at a higher level of quality, documents to be formatted using predefined specifications and delivery to multiple environments with quicker response to customer feedback. Michael Spindler, Apple's president and CEO, views publishing as a collaborative effort, working with quality controlled content sources, and building a technology framework to support collaboration within re-engineering organizations. Spindler calls this new publishing environment the “information factory,” where infor-
Information can be customized for specific audiences and uses. This vision is shared by VIA, and Relational Grammars play a key role in this new view of information publishing.

**Markup languages**

In an effort to support the transfer of electronic documents from one user to another and from one platform to another, the use of markup languages have evolved over the years. These languages allow the structural information of a document to be added by embedding special sequences of text characters within the stream of document text. There are currently two basic types of markup languages in use, *specific* and *generalized*.

Specific markup languages use marks that have immediate effect describing the appearance of the characters (i.e., italic or bold) or their position (i.e., centered, indented, line spacing). This is also called *procedural* markup because it describes a particular procedure for formatting a portion of the document. Generalized markup languages, however, identify the purpose of the text (i.e., heading or paragraph) rather than its physical appearance. This is also called *descriptive* markup which assigns a format independent description or label to a portion of the document. In this way, generalized markup languages can easily pass the structure of the document from machine to machine.

It is then a relatively simple task to take this structure and change the way in which the elements of the document are presented. The final appearance of the document is resolved in a system-dependent process referred to as formatting the document. The current generalized markup standard being promoted is the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) [Bryan, 1988; Herwijnen, 1994]. Advantages of generalized structured documents are:

- **Support for document interchange**
  It is difficult to move documents across platforms with specific markups or proprietary systems.

- **Utility of structured document description**
  Information is hidden and lost if you concentrate on document’s visual properties and not on the documents structure.

- **Flexibility of the generalized markup**
  Multiple platforms and users of the same information can more easily be supported. Uniform styles can be better controlled.

- **Unambiguous format for database storage and retrieval**
SGML and VIA have a similar vision with regard to document production. In this vision, document creation and production is more agile and not restricted to one final document. SGML uses ASCII markups to describe the nature of the content. VIA, on the other hand, uses the relations of the domain to create the distinctions in the data. These, in fact, may be exactly the same as the markups in SGML or may use other semantic relations in the domain of the data. For instance, here the relations might suggest the ordering of table of contents entries by the type of article.

A document type definition, DTD, is the method for describing document structure and element/attribute descriptions in SGML. This is similar to the grammar specification within VIA. Both define the documents in terms of a tree structure. New structures can be defined in SGML as well as in VIA for new domains and new document types.

The WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get) editor equivalent of generalized markup is the stylesheet. A stylesheet groups formatting instructions together in a instruction, like a macro. These can then be applied to portions of the document producing the desired results. This can potentially separate the structure of the document from its appearance. But if the styles are not adhered to by the author, these advantages are lost. In addition, stylesheets do not guarantee the portability of documents across platforms because the source codes depend on the particular formatter. SGML pushes off the style decisions to the end application while in VIA, the style is embedded in the body of the grammar rules. A more flexible use of templates may use external processes to determine the appropriate template for a given context. VIA, on the other hand, incorporates this decision process within the body of the grammar rules.

In SGML, a sequential ASCII stream of characters is parsed in order to ensure conformance to the SGML standards. This is described as a validating SGML parser. Only SGML errors in the document should be reported. If the parser produces any other output, this output is not covered by the standard. On the other hand, VIA parses elements within a database using relationships between these elements. The output of this process creates the composites in the language. In the SGML document, this structure has been identified by the author either by hand or through the use of a specialized editor. Conversely, VIA can infer the correct markup structure through the design relationships and user's interactions, thus avoiding a potentially laborious process. For example, consider the problem of specifying the
structure of a complex mathematical expression! VIA can infer the proper structure from the primitive elements in the design. In this use of Relational Grammars, VIA can support the creation of the DTD, similar to VIA's rule editor. This is not to say that Relational Grammars can't parse an SGML document. Standard generalized markup languages are a subset of the languages that Relational Grammars can handle.

The most important distinction between SGML and VIA is that VIA is concerned about the general problem of supporting the design process with a language-based approach. The automatic paradigm within VIA, most similar to an SGML document production, is just one of a number of techniques available to the designer if the input information is based on a visual language. VIA is interested in the more general problem of design support and augmenting user interaction to improve the design process and the resulting artifact.

**Summary**

There is an emerging vision of document creation. No longer are we creating isolated documents. Instead, document production is the authoring of information customized for different audiences and media presentations. This dissertation introduces new techniques based on computational linguistics to support this vision of agile publishing. By exploiting the structured nature of information, visual languages can be defined and used within the design process.

The following three chapters investigate the use of this class of higher dimensional languages to support design. In Chapter 4, the automatic presentation of information is detailed. Various examples of dynamic documents are automatically created. In Chapter 5, the interactive design of dynamic documents is described. In this chapter, visual languages are used to support the interactive authoring of information. In Chapter 6, the creation of these languages by demonstration is explored. By providing high level tools to designers, rules can be modified without coding.
**Introduction**

Sometimes the best interaction is none at all. Using automatic layout, VIA presents information using predefined grammars without any user intervention. One advantage of this paradigm is that the interaction with the user is extremely simple. The user merely initiates the request for information. In addition, different contexts can be supported by the grammars encoding the style requirements and guidelines for different classes of users, tasks and delivery environments. This methodology is applicable to many domains. For example, when newspapers are delivered over the network instead of the traditional paper medium, individualized grammars can personalize the information. In addition, these techniques may be used to support document translation, parsing one document in a markup language or page description system, and translating it into another format.

A fully functioning multimedia system requires a wide range of stages to achieve effective automatic presentations. These include the processes of content selection, which identifies what to say; media allocation, which identifies what media to say it in; media realization, which identifies how to say it in these media; and media coordination, tying the different media together over time [Maybury, 1993]. However, in order to communicate effectively, adaptive multimedia systems must not merely present information, but must present information that has been specifically designed for a given context and task. The dynamics of information in the future will require a more careful crafting of the documents we author. Information will constantly be changing, users will have different requirements, and display devices on which they view the information will require vastly...
different design solutions. At the same time, documents will include more structured knowledge of their content. In order to support the dynamics of this information-rich environment and exploit the nature of these structured documents, we will need new techniques and paradigms for the automatic design and presentation of this information.

This chapter focuses on the media realization phase of automatic presentation and describes the use of the Relational Grammar formalism for encoding design knowledge and a methodology for document realization. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, Relational Grammars play a central role in this vision. Information, typically stored in a database, is classified by type and includes relations within the information. Using this knowledge, the system automatically constructs the structure of the document to be presented. The semantics of this structure includes the detailed graphical constraints in order to present each element. By using grammars that are attuned to individual users, the layout is sensitive to the user's specific interests and preferences. The most current and relevant information is automatically presented without the intervention of design professionals.

This methodology is based on parsing and syntax-directed translation. Translation is followed by a constraint solving mechanism to create the final layout. Grammatical rules provide the mechanism for mapping from a representation of the content of a presentation to forms that specify the media objects to be realized. These realization forms include these constraints: graphic (e.g., font specification), spatial (e.g., relative positioning), and temporal (e.g., sequence of presentation) between elements of the presentation. Individual grammars encapsulate the “look and feel” of a presentation and can be used as
generators of that style. In this manner, dynamic presentations can be supported. By making the grammars sensitive to the requirements of the output medium, parsing can introduce flexibility into the information realization process. The realization procedure may deliver different documents under differing circumstances given the same input.

After an overview of the architecture of VIA's automatic presentation system, a simple example of a multimedia on-line document is described. It takes its look and feel from the table of contents of a popular magazine. This first example, which will describe the parameters of spatial and temporal layout, focuses on the architecture of VIA's realization system. The form of the input and the output of the realization process is then described along with examples of rules that articulate these particular design styles. The realization of dynamic presentations in which the grammar constrains the elements of the presentation both spatially and temporally is then described. These examples also show how syntax-directed translation can achieve differing results depending on the hardware and software characteristics of the delivery environment.

Architectural overview

Relational Grammars with semantic attributes provide a mechanism for the articulation phase of the larger multimedia presentation problem. An overview of the automatic presentation architecture within VIA is presented in Figure 4.2 and is characterized as follows. Given a representation of the content to be communicated by some design, create one or more instances of a fully articulated design. Here, the concern is not with the important problem of accessing and filtering information. The assumption is that the information to be presented has already been chosen and relationships between the elements are known. Another process, or the user, first selects the information to be presented. The system then parses the content elements and relations building a derivation tree. The chapter's first example, presented here, corresponds to the hierarchical composition of the set of articles and headers to be included in a table of contents page.

Then, a translation phase begins. Following in the tradition of syntax-directed translation [Aho, 1986], each grammar rule has an associated set of attributes which are used to compute the output forms from a syntactic derivation tree. Here, the output determines a set of media objects to be created and a set of spatial and temporal con-
Input: a set of objects and relations

Parsing

Derivation tree

Translation

Media objects and constraints

Constraint Solving

Output: a rendered multimedia document

FIGURE 4.2
Overview of the process of articulating the presentation of a multimedia document in VIA.

Constraints to be installed. Through familiar methods of computing inherited and synthesized attributes, the semantic output of the parse tree is produced. A constraint resolution procedure is then invoked to solve the constraints among media objects that determine the actual numerical values for spatial and temporal positioning. Finally, the media objects are rendered on the display.
FIGURE 4.3
Automatic layout of Scientific American table of contents in the traditional style.

FIGURE 4.4
Automatic layout of Scientific American table of contents (i.e., the same input as in Figure 4.3) using the style from WIRED magazine.
FIGURE 4.5
Automatic layout of WIRED magazine table of contents in its normal style.

FIGURE 4.6
Automatic layout of WIRED magazine's table of contents (i.e., the same input as in Figure 4.5) using the style from Scientific American magazine.
Examples of spatial layout

Figures 4.3-4.7 illustrate the output of the VIA system in the realm of spatial layout and graphical style. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 use the same content but different grammars to achieve unique styles of presentation. Figure 4.3 is an automatically generated on-line version of the table of contents modeled directly from an issue of Scientific American.\footnote{4.1} Figure 4.4 uses the grammar based on WIRED magazine's style to present the same information.\footnote{4.2} Likewise, Figure 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the automatic layout of the table of contents from WIRED magazine. Figure 4.5 uses a standard WIRED grammar while Figure 4.6 uses the grammar of Scientific American. The example in Figure 4.7 illustrates different content that utilizes the same grammar as in Figure 4.3 and 4.6. However, note that in Figure 4.7 less information is presented (i.e., no authors or descriptions appear in the input). The grammar in question contains rule variants that permit successful parses even though such content differences exist.

\footnote{4.1} Scientific American, September 1992, Vol. 267, No. 3, special issue on Mind and Brain.

\footnote{4.2} This layout is based on a grammar derived from WIRED, January 1994, Vol. 2.01.
4.3 Depending on the needs and purpose of the application, the input could also contain higher structured objects such as a prestructured article composite. In this case, the system would not have to create an article composite object through the parsing process. The advantage of using more primitive elements as input is that the parser can do a certain amount of selection in assembling pre-existing pieces, an advantage not really exploited in the examples discussed here.

Articulation components

Figure 4.3 will be used as the running example in the following discussion of the sequence of processing steps in VIA's articulation process.

Input to the parser

Input to the parser is a set of content objects as well as domain-dependent relations which hold between them. Conceptually, the input is a database, which can be thought of abstractly as a graph with primitive objects as nodes and relations as (hyper)arcs. In the on-line magazine example, VIA preprocesses a file describing the content information and constructs its own internal database. Figure 4.8 illustrates the form of the input data to the parser. For example, the figure indicates that the text, “Gerald D. Fischbach,” is in the Author-Of relation to the text, “Mind and Brain.” The basic types of objects that comprise the input to the parsing process include Text, Numbers, and Images. In this example we order the articles as they are in the original publication (i.e., the precedes relation), but could have used other relations to determine the presentation sequence, such as importance, type of article (e.g., lead with a general science article), highest priority based on user profile, etc.

Grammar

Relational Grammars depend on generalized relations between the right-hand-sides of rules to constrain the rule applications and direct the parsing. In our running example, content relations such as Author-Of, Description-Of, Page-Of, and Image-Of are utilized. Figure 4.9 shows a rule which is utilized repeatedly in the derivation.
behind Figure 4.3. The context-free backbone of this rule corresponds to the rewrite rule:

\[
\text{Article} \rightarrow \text{Text} \text{Text} \text{Text} \text{Number} \text{Image}
\]

Thus, 0 indicates the left-hand-side rule element and 1...n represent the right-hand-side rule elements. For details concerning the grammar formalism see [Wittenburg, 1992] and [Wittenburg, 1993].

\[
\text{(Defrule} (\text{Make-Article The-Grammar})
\text{(0 Article)}
\text{(1 Text)}
\text{(2 Text (Author-Of 2 \text{1}))}
\text{(3 Text (Description-Of 3 \text{1}))}
\text{(4 Number (Page-Of 4 \text{1}))}
\text{(5 Image (Image-Of 5 \text{1}))}
\text{:OUT}
\text{((right-of 1 5))}
\text{(right-of 2 5)}
\text{(right-of 3 5)}
\text{(right-of 5 4)}
\text{(top-aligned 1 5)}
\text{(top-aligned 5 4)}
\text{(spaced-below 2 1)}
\text{(spaced-below 3 2)}
\text{(set-font 1 10pt :bold)}
\text{(set-font 2 8pt :italic)}
\text{(set-font 3 8pt :plain)}
\text{(set-font 4 lOpt :plain))}
\]

The forms following :OUT in the rule definition represent an extension of Relational Grammars to include “semantic” attributes. Consistent with standard practice in compiler design, where attributes are used to generate compiler code, here attributes are used to generate code for creating media objects. In the current implementation, only synthesized attributes are used, i.e., the output attribute of each node of the derivation tree depends only on the values of attributes of nodes below it [Knuth, 1968], but the framework will be extended to incorporate inherited attributes as well.

**Parsing**

For automatic presentation, the parser’s goal is to build a derivation tree that covers all of the input. In the current implementation, VIA uses a bottom-up, nondeterministic algorithm presented in [Wittenburg, 1992] with an additional control feature that allows a depth-first search, i.e., the parser returns as soon as a new derivation is found. Subsequently, parses may be sought until the search space is exhausted. The output of parsing is then one or more derivation trees, each of which yields an independent presentation.
A part of the translation for the presentation in Figure 4.3 generated with the rule in Figure 4.9. The translation has created media objects and installed spatial constraints which must subsequently be solved.

**Translation**

When a derivation is found that covers all of the input, the set of :OUT forms is collected through a depth-first, left-to-right walk through the derivation tree. The Make-Article rule, in Figure 4.9, includes a number of forms constraining spatial (right-of, top-aligned, and spaced-below) as well as graphic (set-font) attributes. Figure 4.10 illustrates these output constraints graphically. In this example, basic lexical items include an output form which creates the realized element in the presentation.

**Constraint solving**

The constraint solving algorithm is a natural match with the grammar rule formalism. The grammar finds structure within the input, and then installs local constraints between the elements of the rule body. Rules for creating composite structures then create the constraints that link these smaller constraint networks together. The output forms of the final rule in the derivation then seeds this network with actual values (e.g., x and y positions) that are propagated during the constraint satisfaction phase of realization. In the final presentation, the user can interact with the elements. In the on-line table of contents examples, the user can move and resize individual elements and the constraint system interactively maintains the proper relationships installed by the grammar.

The constraint propagation system being used is DeltaBlue developed at the University of Washington [Freeman-Benson, et al., 1990; Maloney, 1991]. DeltaBlue is designed for non-cyclic constraint networks to be used in interactive applications with up to ~20,000 constraints. In the grammars built for automatic presentation within VIA, the constraints can easily be crafted to avoid cycles in the final presentation.
Examples of dynamic presentations

As mentioned earlier, the requirements for information presentation are becoming more and more dynamic. Not only does the information itself change, but so will the environment in which it will be viewed, its intended use, as well as the intended viewer of the information. In the previous examples, all output was constrained geometrically. The following examples illustrate different ways in which grammars can produce dynamic presentations that go beyond the traditional static presentation of information. Dynamics are incorporated into the output presentations by the grammars in the following ways:

- **Dynamic data types** (e.g., QuickTime™ movies, audio icons) are included in the lexicon of the presentations.

- **Temporal constraints** are used between output elements to create an automatic sequence of pages or actions presented to the viewer.

- **Hyperlinks** are installed by the grammar to produce an interactive sequence of pages through which the viewer can navigate. One way to create hyperlinked documents is through the use of HTML and presented in a viewer such as NCSA Mosaic [NCSA, 1993].

- **Presentation elements are tapped** into underlying simulations and reflect the state of that simulation by modifying graphic attributes such as visibility, color, size, and position.

Currently, **temporal constraints** in VIA are represented by intervals and their relationships to each other. These are based on the classic 13 relationships proposed by Allen [Allen, 1983]. This interval-based temporal logic includes the six relations of before, meets, overlaps, during, starts, and finishes and their inverses and the relationship of equality. In the more general representation of time, constraints need to include additional concepts such as sequencing, choice, iteration, and recursion.

VIA constructs a constraint network based on the relative time of an element's presentation indicated by the grammar. Then, using the same constraint satisfaction approach for spatial layout, we identify the relative time slots for realization. In VIA, every presentation ele-
The general mechanism of tapping any graphic attribute of a presentation element to an underlying simulation variable or process. Here, the horizontal position of the slider is being mapped to the vertical position of an element in an exploding diagram.

The ability to dynamically modify the graphic attributes of presentation elements is based on the tapping mechanism developed in the Steamer project [Hollan, et al., 1984] and generalized in the Icon Editor [Rosenstein and Weitzman, 1990]. In order to visualize complex processes, Steamer presented a graphical interface to an underlying mathematical simulation of steam propulsion. Elements in the interface were tapped into (i.e., connected to) the simulation maintaining the visual representation of the relevant part of the mathematical model. This connection was implemented with standardized maps that would translate interface attributes into application values and back again. This tapping process is diagrammed in Figure 4.11 illustrating a horizontal position of a slider being mapped into the application variable \( w \). This variable is then mapped back to the interface controlling the vertical position of a presentation element within a dynamic exploding diagram. In VIA, the simulation is the presentation i.e., there is no mathematical simulation, only constraints modifying the behavior of the individual presentation ele-
ments. With the additional data types, constraints, links and taps, the grammar can specify dynamic relationships between the elements of an automatic or user controlled presentation. Below are a few examples of these presentations.

**Home repair procedure**

The first example of a dynamic presentation is a repair procedure taken from a Popular Mechanics article [Henkenius, 1993]. This repair procedure is composed of three major steps, each containing a number of minor steps. Figure 4.12 shows the layout of the complete procedure on a large, high-resolution display. However, if we consider the characteristics of the output medium as part of the input to the parser, we can make the presentation sensitive to these output requirements. For instance, if this is a repair procedure being carried out by a person in the field with a hand-held digital assistant, the grammar can generate quite a different presentation. Figure 4.13 shows this second interpretation displaying the first step of the complete procedure. As part of the presentation, the horizontal bar at the top of the page becomes an active object which controls the presentation of elements in the repair procedure. As the user interacts with the bar, elements appear and disappear in the proper sequence. The display area of the device used to articulate the second presentation is much smaller than the first presentation. The grammar trades off the spatial resolution of the high-quality display with temporal resolution on the much smaller screen.

Note that traditional graphic design elements no longer need be static and in fact may play multiple roles in this dynamic medium. The graphic rule, or divider, is one that typically sets off areas of a layout from one another. In the above example, however, it also is used as a dynamic slider that can modify underlying simulation values. This, in turn, affects the way elements are visualized in the presentation. In design quite often elements play multiple roles expressing multiple meanings within a given design. The slider is just one of many techniques to control the dynamics of a presentation and is a common device used in many of the following examples.

**On-line documentation**

The next example in Figures 4.14-4.15 is similar to the first example trading off spatial vs. temporal resolution of the output environment. The small presentation automatically plays itself to the user. Instead of the output display part of the parser input is through the predicate mechanism of Relational Grammars. That is, certain rules will be fired only if a global predicate such as large-display-p is true or not.
Figure 4.12
Presentation of a home repair procedure from Popular Mechanics magazine on a high-resolution display.

Figure 4.13
Presentation of the same home repair procedure as in Figure 4.12 but constrained temporally as well as spatially. The user can manually step through the procedure by interacting with the horizontal bar at the top of the page.
Figure 4.14
Automatic presentation of information from an online training manual. Here, the large display characteristics were taken into account displaying the complete contents.

Figure 4.15
The same information as in Figure 4.14 is presented but on a much smaller screen. Buttons are utilized to link to other pages of the presentation.

Figure 4.16
The grammar produces this variation in response to the user's level of expertise. Given the same input and small screen as in Figure 4.15, some filtering has occurred to layout more relevant diagrams.
FIGURE 4.17
Exploding diagram of a personal pager.

FIGURE 4.18
Exploding diagram of architectural floor plans.

FIGURE 4.19
Exploding diagram of a portable home CD player.
of using a slider, buttons are created for the various pages presented and form a context of the complete presentation. These are sequentially positioned on the screen and can be used to jump back through the document interactively.

In addition, this grammar does some filtering of data in order to customize the presentation to the expertise level of the user. The demonstration allows the user to select Novice (Figure 4.15) or Expert (Figure 4.16) to suggest grammar rules sensitive to a user’s profile. Reparsing will then present different data from the same set of input. In this way, the grammars can help create presentations that are not only sensitive to output display characteristics, but also sensitive to whom the information will be presented to how the information will be utilized.

**Exploding diagrams**

In the last two examples, only the visibility of elements is modified to produce the presentations. Other graphic attributes of elements can also be dynamically modified in a presentation. A grammar that encodes the knowledge of exploding diagrams was created and then used on multiple datasets. These datasets can be seen in Figures 4.17-4.19. Once the grammar has been defined, it is relatively simple to create new presentations of objects with the same layered internal structure. These examples illustrate the dynamic modification of visibility, position, and color creating a simulation in order to better understand complicated information. As the user interacts with the horizontal slider at the top of the displays, the presentation moves...
pieces farther apart, new elements are revealed, and the appropriate text is highlighted with the different layers.

In general, the relationships in the input reflect the semantics of the data. In this example, the data is described as a multi-layered object. Using this description, the grammar can produce alternative presentations to reveal this aspect of the information being presented. In fact, multiple visualizations could result from this input such as exploding diagrams, storyboards, or transparent images. The grammar can maintain these different derivations to support multiple design alternatives.

**Multi-page/multi-resolution presentations**

The next example uses the demonstration, *Information Landscape*, which is comprised of work from the Visible Language Workshop that was shown at TED. The presentation consists of three separate pages describing visualizations of typographic, spatial and symbolic data. QuickTime movies and audio icons are included in the information. (This composite image simulates the presentation on a PDA.)

**Figure 4.21**
The presentation of the Information Landscape on a personal digital assistant. Affordances and constraints of this device have been taken into account in the design of this information. (This composite image simulates the presentation on a PDA.)

The presentation can take: either a large vertical display much like an 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper, a NTSC resolution display with horizontal aspect ratio, or a very small black and white display simulating a personal digital assistant (PDA). Figure 4.21 illustrates the PDA display while Figure 4.22 illustrates the high resolution, color display. A single page on the large display occupies multiple pages on the smaller PDA display. In VIA, resizing the background of a presentation to another format results in a reparse of the input. This produces a new presentation in one of the other sizes. When resizing within a format, elements maintain the constraints installed by the grammar without a reparse of the input. In addition, input control on the large display is through the mouse interacting with the horizontal slider while keyboard input is used to navigate through the pages on the PDA. This suggests the more limited input capabilities of some display environments, such as a settop box controlled by remote control. This same grammar is used to present advertising information on new cars shown in Figure 4.23. The result is a similar three page color presentation or a six page PDA presentation.

---


4.6 Buick Riviera, General Motors, 1995.
A book has heft and weight, chapters that divide the material into topics. There is a beginning and an end. But electronic information lies in a strange and complex new world...

Information is of little use if you can't find your way through it. To make it accessible -- not simply for the acquisition of data, but also to help people think better -- we must invent new metaphors and models, something less linear than the Information Highway. Consider instead, an Information Landscape -- a space that allows you to peruse information by investigating in both 2 and 3 dimensions.
Over thirty years ago, the first true personal luxury coupe in America was introduced and the Riviera nameplate quietly became synonymous with success.

Everyone won. The stylists. The engineers. The sculptors. The safety devotees and the comfort team and the test track drivers. And, most of all, you. This is a car that speaks to the achiever in all of us; that part of us that quietly, intensely, urges us beyond the norm -- to do something better than anyone else can do it. Sleek, comfortable, powerful, quiet, agile beautiful. And fun. Riviera.
Dynamic hyperlinks

Another way to support interaction dynamics is through the use of hypermedia links. This class of documents provides easy access to related information by simple link traversal. A popular way to generate these documents is by creating HTML files and viewing them within a browser such as NCSA Mosaic [NCSA, 1993]. Figure 4.24 illustrates an on-line table of contents "home page" presented in this way. The titles of articles in this example are linked to the actual on-line article located on the World Wide Web. 4.7

Input to this presentation is similar to the original table of contents examples in Figures 4.5-4.6. In this example, however, the grammars support the generation of an HTML file. The structural hierarchy of the information is supported in the hyperlinked articles. In addition, the grammar accommodates variation in the delivery environment based on its software capabilities. Here, the graphically more limited delivery environment of an HTML viewer is taken into account.

Related work

VIA characterizes the generation problem as creating one or more instances of a complete design from a semantic representation of the data. This may, in fact, be done through parsing and VIA currently uses this *generation as parsing* paradigm to automatically create designs of dynamic documents. Other approaches typically use a rule-based approach for the creation of their presentations. In addition, a number of systems focus on the more general and comprehensive multimedia generation problem. Some typical examples of these systems are described next and compared to VIA.

Automatic presentation

At the fully automatic end of the scale of interaction, there are many different examples that create designs without intervention. A Presentation Tool, APT, [Mackinlay, 1986] was one of the first systems to do automatic generation based on a language-inspired paradigm. APT uses a rule-based system, MR, for its implementation. It automatically generates tables and charts from a relational database. APT uses criteria for different data types like nominal, ordinal, and quantitative, and rates their ability to express the data type and their relative effectiveness in doing so.

ANDD [Marks, 1991] automatically generates network diagrams to communicate information represented in arbitrary attributed graphs and is part of a multimedia explanation facility. It uses special pragmatic directives provided to the system. These directives convey the communicative intent to emphasize one or more structural properties, such as hub-like properties emphasizing both inputs and outputs, and nodes which are inputs relative to a specified node in a directed graph.

Two other related rule-based paradigms used for the automatic generation of graphic form include expert systems [Gero, 1985; Shapiro and Geller, 1987; Schmitt, 1987; Coyne, et.al., 1990] and shape grammars. Predikt applies expert-system technology for the preliminary synthesis and critique of kitchen designs [Oxman and Gero, 1987]. The system is able to convert between semantic and graphic representations to articulate the designs. Shape grammars [Stiny, 1980; Mitchell, 1990] are interesting in that they use the language of the designer, i.e., shapes, as the building blocks of domain rules. There have been shape grammars developed to explore a set of conventions [Knight 1989; Flemming, 1987], and others to extend an
existing corpus of work such as Palladian villas (Stiny and Mitchell, 1978), Mughul gardens (Stiny and Mitchell, 1980), and Wright prairie homes (Koning and Eizenberg, 1981).

One characterization of these automatic systems is the fact that the domain can be expressed as a set of discrete rules that easily encode design knowledge. In architecture, this has been limited to applications in highly constrained specialties such as kitchen design (Oxman and Gero, 1987) or simple floor plan layout (Mitchell, et al., 1976). Other domains, like information graphics (Mackinlay, 1986) and information design as described in this research, also lend themselves to this approach.

**Intelligent multimedia presentation systems**

Intelligent multimedia presentation systems go beyond simple automatic generation systems by processing multimedia queries and generating multimedia answers in an intelligent, knowledge-based manner (Maybury, 1993). An intelligent multimedia presentation must not just present the information, but must design it so that it communicates information using the techniques and capabilities of the various media to achieve communicative purposes and support users in performing their tasks.

As mentioned previously, the process of generation can be divided into four major categories: **content selection**, which determines what to say; **media allocation**, which identifies in what media to say it; **media realization** (or articulation), which describes how to say the elements in a particular media; and **media coordination**, which coordinates each of the separate media elements in a presentation. Various types of information must be represented in order to support each of these tasks. Models of the media characterize the strengths and weaknesses of the information presentation. Models of the user help to identify preferences and intentions. Models of the dialog history supports information from user's interaction with the system. Models of the situation track system parameters such as system load and media availability. This portion of VIA focuses on the problem of media realization.

COMET, **COordinated Multimedia Explanation Testbed** (Feiner, 1993; Karp and Feiner, 1990), is a knowledge-based system that produces interactive and coordinated explanations in the context of an intelligent multimedia presentation system. The system combines text with 3D graphics to explain the operation and maintenance of Army
field radios. It uses “media generators” which can communicate with each other to produce a presentation. The underlying generator within COMET is called IBIS, Intent-Based Illustration System, [Seligmann and Feiner 1989; 1991].

IBIS illustrates the communicative goals specified from COMET’s media planners. IBIS currently can show absolute and relative locations of objects; physical properties, such as size, shape, material and color; state, such as knob settings; change of state, such as changing a knob setting; and a variety of actions, such as pushing, pulling turning, and lifting. In creating a presentation, IBIS controls all aspects of the creation process, including the objects and their attributes, the lighting specifications, the rendering style, the viewing specification, and the structure of the presentation itself.

IBIS uses a generate-and-test approach to creating the presentations. The IBIS rule base contains at least one design rule for each communicative goal. Each of these rules invokes a set of stylistic strategies that specify high-level visual effects, such as highlighting an individual object. The lower-level rules create and manipulate the graphical representations of objects included in the presentation and modify lighting, viewing and rendering specifications. IBIS uses its rules to evaluate the success of each task. If a strategy doesn’t succeed, it uses backtracking to try other visualizations. For example, maintaining visibility is a difficult task in three dimensions. Elements can obscure or be obscured by other objects. IBIS must determine the success of these incremental design decisions and if goals are violated, modify the illustration to accommodate the input requirements.

A major distinction of these larger multimedia presentation systems is the knowledge bases used in support of the generation problem. COMET uses three different knowledge bases in generating an explanation: a static representation of domain objects and actions, a diagnostic rule-base, and a detailed geometric knowledge used in graphics visualization. In addition, user models and models of previous discourses are maintained. COMET’s content planner uses text plans or rhetorical schemas [McKeown 1985; McKeown et al. 1990] to determine which media-independent information from these knowledge sources should be used in the explanation for a particular request.

Another general multimedia platform for three dimensional generation, similar to COMET in its approach and scope, is WIP [Andre, et al., 1993]. WIP approaches the problem of multimedia design as a
planning problem to achieve coherent multimodal presentations of text and graphics. The realization of the layout in WIP uses DeltaBlue, the same constraint satisfaction algorithm used in VIA. WIP encodes the graphical design knowledge through constraints which express semantic/pragmatic relations (alignment, grouping, symmetry or similarity) and geometrical/topological relations (absolute and relative position). In WIP each piece of information is assigned sequentially to its generators. The evaluation of potential success based on the knowledge of other elements generated so far, are sent back to the planner to determine media assignment.

The main difference between comparable parts of other automatic generation systems and the work described here has to do with the nature of the rules and the issue of control. Other systems employ some form of forward-chaining, rule-based system. These systems use rules and metarules to control the search of the design space and use the generate-and-test paradigm to determine the appropriateness of a solution. More often than not, this aspect of these systems receives little attention in the literature, perhaps because adequate control mechanisms can be difficult to specify. On the other hand, VIA uses an independently motivated parsing algorithm. The issue of control is thus folded into the more general problem of finding efficient parsing algorithms for higher-dimensional grammars, a continuing research topic. As progress is made on this front, the results can be incorporated into future versions of VIA. In the meantime, authors of the rules used in VIA need not concern themselves with issues of control.

Dynamic interface vs static layout

As documents migrate into the digital domain, they will evolve into a dynamic interface to multimedia information. In order to support this view, VIA allows each presentation element to be connected to a value within an application or simulation. In this way, each element in the interface has the potential to become dynamic by visualizing values within the application or simulation and/or modifying those values through user interaction. For example, in a multimedia training document, the mathematical simulation of a device to be repaired could control how the element is presented and how it behaves when the student interacts with the document. Some of this behavior can be encoded in the output of the grammar constraints while others will remain domain specific.

The separation of interface from application is common to the position developers of user interface management systems (UIMS) take. It
enhances modular development and supports automatic construction and reuse of interface elements. These similar approaches separate the dynamics of the application from the specific presentation to the user. Early work in the visualization of dynamic interfaces separate from the application can be found in Steamer [Hollan, et al., 1984] and the Process Visualization System [Foley and McMath, 1986].

Steamer, an interactive, inspectable, simulation-based training system, was one of the first systems to support the capabilities of dynamic interfaces. It was used as an instructional aid in teaching the complex and potentially dangerous task of steam propulsion. Dynamic interface icons were used to monitor and control the simulation. Different views of the simulation illustrated different levels of abstraction of the process. Icons, tied to specific simulation variables, reflected the states of different components like pumps (e.g., on, off, or standby), valves (e.g., open or closed) and dials (e.g., continuous numeric values). The user could interact with the simulation by clicking on elements in the interface. An otherwise opaque process became visible and inspectable through the use of these dynamic interface icons. This framework was generalized to support the visualization of real-time data (e.g., UNIX operating systems), to control hardware devices (e.g., video switchers), and to visualize database information (e.g., data from files of a multiprocessor simulation).

[Rosenstein and Weitzman, 1990] extended the capabilities of these interface icons by creating an editor to construct new icons exhibiting new behaviors without coding. This dissertation incorporates these concepts by tapping presentation elements to a dynamic display process. Attributes of presentation elements are dynamically modified according to the state of this controlling process. Elements can change their graphic attributes such as visibility, position, size and color in response to the process.

Typical UIMS in fact support this same separation of application values and interface elements [Arens, et al., 1988; Wiecha, et al., 1990; Kim and Foley, 1993]. DON [Kim and Foley, 1993] consists of an application model (containing both data and control models), a design process model supporting top-down iterative design and graphic design knowledge to support the layout process. A rule-based expert system approach is used. ITS [Wiecha, et al., 1990] is similar but emphasizes the usability of the style language by the interface designer. By making the underlying rule-base more accessible, the designer has the ability to modify the rule-base itself.
Coordinating complex temporal relationships has been attempted in some of the larger multimedia systems. COMET has been extended to handle reasoning about temporal media for speech and animation. Using the temporal logic from [Allen, 1983], the same basic representation used in VIA, constraints can be maintained between events allowing for temporal presentations as well as special transitions between media presentations. [Karp and Feiner, 1990] examines these complex relationships in the context of building animations between elements of the presentation. This includes the temporal synchronization of special editing effects (e.g., cuts, wipes, fades, dissolves), camera control movements, and multiple views of the same information.

Summary

If design can be expressed as a formal language, the rule-based approach of generative grammars can be used to support the automatic presentation of information. In fact, this presentation can be designed for dynamic environments where the hardware, software, user and even data are likely to change. What has been described in this chapter is a vision of this automatic construction of documents based on a visual language.

Automatic presentation in VIA begins with data that has been classified and has relationships between the elements. The system then parses this information into a derivation tree which represents the structure of the document to be presented. A translation phase then produces a set of output forms, that when evaluated and solved, creates spatially and temporally constrained media objects. This scenario changes the role of the designer from designing individual documents into the role of designing languages for layout. This activity of meta-design creates visual languages, which can then create presentations automatically and without intervention. The following chapters complete the vision of document creation with interactive design paradigms and a description of the tools necessary for designers to build these languages interactively.
Introduction

Computers have provided access to tools for doing tasks that have traditionally only been done by design professionals. We should no longer expect that users of these tools are designers or have the necessary design expertise. In addition, professional designers need augmented tools to support their activities in the design process. Therefore, as design moves from traditional media to the electronic studio, representation of design knowledge becomes crucial in order to support a dialog between designer and machine. This chapter describes the application of the grammar formalism to support the interactive design process. Interactive support includes simple improvement of users' actions, top-down refinement of design solutions, graphic completion of partial design decisions, and verification of partially complete artifacts. Here, the focus is on interactive improver-based support.

Recently, the emergence of computational systems that embody languages of design to perform these tasks automatically [Feiner, et al., 1992]. Languages to support design generation are only one possible use of these formalisms. Supporting the general design process includes many other tasks such as parsing of design input [Myers and Buxton, 1986; Pavlidis and Van Wyk, 1985], supporting designers with critiques [Fischer, et al., 1988], prediction of design decisions and the exploration of design alternatives [Kochhar and Friedell, 1990]. The emphasis in this chapter is on interaction. As a designer builds up design alternatives, Relational Grammars can be used in various ways to support the process. Such a system can assist in the

To envision information ... is to work at the intersection of image, word, number, art. The instruments are those of writing and typography, of managing large data sets and statistical analysis, of line and layout and color. And the standards of quality are those derived from visual principles that tell us how to put the right mark in the right place.

EDWARD TUFTE,
ENVISIONING INFORMATION
implementation of details during design exploration as well as suggest or enforce design requirements.

In this chapter, the general applicability of Relational Grammars for supporting the interactive design process is discussed. First, an overview of the architecture of VIA is presented focusing on the description of this interactive scenario. Then, an example interaction is described that uses this formalism to support the task of document creation. Design support takes the form of graphic inferences on partial input during design interaction with the user. Because of the nature of the rule definitions, design elements can be roughly "sketched" without concern for their specific details. During the interaction process, the system installs constraints, adds default attributes, and/or builds higher-level composite structures out of the original input. A generalized algorithm for the integration of grammar-based parsing in an interactive design environment is presented. The grammar used in the scenario is then described in detail. Additional examples are presented that illustrate generalized grammars to support the authoring of on-line documents, and the use of a predictive parser to enhance the interactive scenarios with design completion.

Architectural overview

Relational Grammars are central to the vision of document creation for both automatic and interactive design scenarios. The vision of document creation described in the previous chapter describes how Relational Grammars are used in the automatic production of documents. In addition, grammars can use this same formalism to also support the interactive authoring of the same class of multimedia documents.

In an interactive scenario, the designer carries out actions in a traditional direct-manipulation editor. VIA augments this editing process with the parsing action. When conditions arise in the input, in terms of the element types and their relationships, the parser produces actions to help improve the design. These actions can be taken immediately or placed on an agenda for later processing. Typically, these actions install constraints between the individual input and are used to clean up a roughly sketched design. These grammars can support a given style of layout or be more general and clean up the input based on alignment and sizing of input elements.
As seen in Figure 5.1, the grammars play a central role in this vision of interactive design. The examples described in this chapter use classified elements (i.e., their type information) and the spatial relations between the elements to build composite structures. These composite groups incorporate constraints for layout specification. In addition, this interactive scenario can be used in a meta-fashion to assist in the authoring of other grammar rules which then can be incorporated back into other grammars. This later technique is the topic of the following chapter.

**Example page design scenario**

This section presents an example interaction with the system in supporting the design of the layout of a page from a book. The rules of this grammar may be inferred from the example page illustrated in Figure 5.2. The rules in this language capture this style and embody various layout articulation techniques such as graphic separators (or graphic rule bars) above chapter titles and section headings, relative font sizes, and the use of margins for images. This grammar will form the basis for this scenario and the following discussion.

The interaction sequence begins by selecting a primitive lexical element from a menu and adding it to the layout. In this example, there are four basic categories of input which include: text, number, image and graphic rule. The elements are sized and placed within the workspace. As design input proceeds, the system parses the input and automatically identifies improvements to the design creating new composite structures.
posite structures. The creation of these composite structures is a form of graphic inferencing that installs constraints on the original input elements.

The constraint system uses the same substrate as the automatic paradigm and can be easily extended to include new graphic constraints. The graphic attributes of elements participating in an improvement triggered by a rule are constrained to act together as defined by the behavior of the new composite object. Typically, multiple graphical constraints are used to enforce the position and size relations between elements. Constraints may also make individual changes to elements (e.g., changing their color or font specification). Relationships can be defined so that the elements involved only roughly match the desired requirements. In this way, input can be loosely sketched and the application of the rules will clean up the input.

In this scenario, the user begins to create a Figure by adding a Text item and placing a Number roughly above and left aligned to it. This interaction automatically creates a Caption composite structure and in the process, the elements are left aligned exactly and placed immediately adjacent to one another. By continuing to add an Image element above the newly formed Caption, a Figure is then created and the Image is left aligned and placed above the Number element.

No assumptions were made as to the appropriate interaction paradigm and VIA allows the user to select between multiple interaction styles. The user can request automatic rule selection and invocation, as described above, or the user can postpone rule firing using an interactive graphical agenda as seen in Figure 5.3A-C. The interactive agenda is motivated by the desire to bring the user back into the toplevel loop. The agenda is provided to deal with ambiguous derivations in a nonobtrusive manner. This queuing mechanism puts the user in control and permits the exploration of the design space without interruption.

In the interactive mode, unfired actions accumulate on the agenda. The agenda is visualized as a set of buttons, each illustrating before and after states of the elements that participate in the pending inference. The user is free to ignore the suggestions offered by the system, or click on the most appropriate action. By selecting a button, the inference is performed and button is removed from the agenda. Figure 5.3 illustrates a sequence of interactions using the agenda to build the same Figure composite described above. In Figure 5.3A, the
FIGURE 5.3A
Interactive design support using bottom-up parsing of designer's actions while creating a Figure composite element. The agenda with one pending action, to make a Caption, is illustrated on the right with three design elements in the work space illustrated on the left.

FIGURE 5.3B
The user selects the agenda item in Figure 5.3A and the system cleans up creating a Caption. The previous agenda item is replaced with one to make a Figure.

FIGURE 5.3C
The user selects the agenda item in Figure 5.3B and the system completes the design of a Figure element. No agenda items remain.
user has created and placed three items, an *Image*, a *Number* and a *Text* item, and the agenda (on the right side of the figure) reflects one pending action, to create a *Caption*. After clicking on this “Make Caption” button, Figure 5.3B shows the resulting *Caption* element and a new agenda item to create a *Figure* composite element. Figure 5.3C shows the final *Figure* element with all constraints (position, size, and font specification) applied.

As described before, an interactive design environment must also support non-monotonic changes to the input. The user may move, resize, or delete any lexical input. This item may also be a composite element created by the parsing action. The parse table reflects these changes and pending derivations that are based on the modified or deleted element are removed from the agenda.

**Toplevel interaction loop**

The integration and maintenance of a working set of valid actions is a significant requirement for the system architecture. These actions are discovered through parsing in the toplevel interaction loop. There are actually three data structures which need to be maintained: the current *input state* (simple or composite objects that the user or system has created along with a data structure to maintain the object relationships); the *parse table* (the set of partially and completely matched rules indexed by input elements); and the system *action agenda* (actions stemming from the derivations admitted by the grammar that are headed by one of the root symbols of the grammar, and that terminate in a subset of the input).

Successful derivations can produce one or more system actions. Typically, such actions will involve building a composite object—for example, a *Figure* or *Heading*. The individual elements of the composite are typically “grouped,” precisely aligned, and defaults such as font styles added. The introduction of a composite object in place of its parts entails the following bookkeeping with respect to the three data structures mentioned previously. First, the input elements making up the composite must be deleted from the current input set; second, any complete or partially matched rules in the parse table that refer to these now deleted input elements must be removed from the parse table; third, any derivations with their associated system actions that depend on these input elements must be removed from the action agenda as well. The effect of these operations may be to invalidate
previously valid actions on the agenda. For example, if two different derivations each use some of the same input elements but lead to different composites, the selection of one of the actions to produce one composite will eliminate the possibility of ever choosing the competing alternative. Finally, the new composite object is added to the current input set so that it now can be considered as input to further rule matches, derivations, and actions. Rules are advanced and the system agenda is updated. Currently, there are two modes of interaction with the agenda, automatically firing the first item on the agenda or interactively selecting an item from a graphic representation of the agenda. Sorting and thresholding of the pending inferences can provide additional support dealing with the agenda. If no action is selected, control is returned to the user who may once again add, move, delete, or resize objects. This is all summarized in Figure 5.4.

The bottom-up, incremental parsing algorithm of [Wittenburg, et al., 1991] is used here with only one change. Derivations are considered
successful even if they do not cover all the input elements. This change has no effect on the internals of the parsing algorithm.\textsuperscript{5.1}

It is typical for grammars used in these design applications to have more than one goal, or \textit{start}, symbol. The grammar for page layout that follows uses start symbols such as Figure, Heading, Body, etc., an indication that these are the goal categories that the parser will be seeking. If a larger grain size of interaction is desired (i.e., less frequent requests for graphic inferencing), the grammar would use fewer goal categories, giving the user the option to build a whole title page with one rule action rather than each of its structural parts step-by-step. The tradeoff here is between more interruptions and distractions caused by graphic inferencing and the feedback and confirmation of incremental design decisions.

Take for example the creation of a Figure composed of three elements: a Number, a Text, and an Image. A fine-grained grammar may initiate improvements after the Number and Text are added, creating a Caption. Then, after the Image is added, more improvements would occur completing the Figure element. Alternatively, a coarse-grained grammar may trigger an action only after all three elements have been created in the proper relationships. By controlling the way in which these derivations interact, different granularities can be used to suit the rule designer’s intention.

\textbf{A grammar for layout design}

The basic components of the Relational Grammar utilized in the above scenario are described below. They include the lexical and compositional categories of the language, the relations between the design elements, and the rule specifications described in terms of these categories and relations. The supporting data structures are also described.

\textbf{Lexical and compositional categories}

The first step in defining a relational language is to identify the primitives of the language and the corresponding lexical mappings for those primitives in the grammar. In an interactive environment, the primitive lexical categories are available to the user from an input menu. In this example, they include:

\textsuperscript{5.1} Note, however, that such a change would affect predictive parsing algorithms such as \cite{Wittenburg, 1993}.
As the user selects a primitive category from an interface menu, an instance of the class is created. The user sizes and locates the newly created instance. These instances maintain local state information, such as size, position, color, and font specification. These primitive elements combine to form composite structures which may in turn be used to define other new structures. The exact details of the combination of these elements are encoded in the grammar rules and are described below. Composite elements are also treated as instances of classes. Composite icons maintain local information and information of their component elements. Some information, such as size and position, are calculated values based on these component elements.

The compositions for this language are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TitlePage} & \quad = \text{Title} \quad + \text{Body} \quad + \text{FigureColumn} \\
\text{Title} & \quad = \text{GraphicRule} \quad + \text{Text} \quad + \text{Number} \\
\text{Body} & \quad = \text{Heading} \quad + \text{TextBody} \\
\text{Heading} & \quad = \text{GraphicRule} \quad + \text{Text} \\
\text{TextBody} & \quad = \text{Text} \quad + \text{Text} \\
\text{TextBody} & \quad = \text{TextBody} \quad + \text{Text} \\
\text{FigureColumn} & \quad = \text{Figure} \quad + \text{Figure} \\
\text{Figure} & \quad = \text{Image} \quad + \text{Caption} \\
\text{Caption} & \quad = \text{Text} \quad + \text{Number}
\end{align*}
\]

A hierarchy of objects representing a TitlePage is shown in Figure 5.5. The primitive lexical items form the leaves of the hierarchical tree. Each subtree of depth 1 corresponds to a rule application. From the bottom-up point of view, a rule application forms a composite element whose parts are its immediate daughters and whose type corresponds to the left-hand-side category of the rule.

What Figure 5.5 does not show is that there are additional relational requirements necessary for any rule to fire and subsequently introduce a composite element. For example, a Caption element will not combine with just any Image element to produce a Figure—an additional requirement is that the Caption be immediately below the Figure and almost equal in width. The relational constraints are the key to this parsing algorithm and the requirements for rule firing.

**Domain relations and predicates**

Domain relations determine rule applicability within the language. The relations may have any number of arguments but binary rela-
tions play a special role in parsing (see Wittenburg, et al., 1991; Wittenburg, 1992). For the domain of graphic design, relations are typically spatial, such as Above and Equal-Width. Other applications that use the grammars in an automatic paradigm, such as table of contents or graph layout, may describe information more semantic in nature, such as Author-Of or Connected-To, respectively. The standard graphic relations supported in this domain of layout include:

- Above
- Left-Of
- Top-Aligned
- Left-Aligned
- Equal-Width

- Below
- Right-Of
- Bottom-Aligned
- Right-Aligned
- Equal-Height

where directional relations such as Above have the additional requirement of adjacency. All relations can also be used as predicates. For the parser to operate, domain and range queries also need to be supported for some relations. A domain query answers questions such as “What is above X?” while a range query answers questions such as, “What is X above?” These queries for the Above relation are summarized below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary predicate</td>
<td>“Is X above Y?”</td>
<td>(query ‘above X Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain query</td>
<td>“What is above X?”</td>
<td>(query ‘above :? X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range query</td>
<td>“What is X above?”</td>
<td>(query ‘above X :?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A domain dependent object store is used to answer relational queries and predicates. These object stores differ depending on the application. In the 2D layout domain a KD-tree representation is used in order to optimize queries about spatial proximity. A KD-tree is a representation for storing objects based on K-dimensional attributes [Rosenberg, 1988]. In particular, they are useful for storing objects with rectangular bounding boxes, where each edge of the bounding box is a separate index into the tree, i.e. K=4. Subsequent queries are based on these rectangular regions. Elements are stored as nodes in a binary tree, using the bounding rectangle as keys for deciding whether an object should be stored on one branch or another of any given node. Once the icons are created within the interface, they are added to the KD-tree. Queries of the form “What is above X?” and “Is X above Y?” can then quickly be answered based on their rectangular bounding boxes.
Grammar rules

Grammar rules specify the conditions under which composite elements can be created. During the process of interpretation, rules support the designer by producing constraints on the input elements. Rules use the domain relations to create preconditions, that when satisfied, result in the rule firing and creation of composite objects. An example rule definition for creating the composite element, Figure, is illustrated below.

```
(Defrule (Make-Figure The-Grammar)
 (0 Figure)
 (1 Image)
 (2 Caption (Above 1 2)
    (Eq-Width 1 2))
 :Out
 (Make-Instance 'Figure-Element
    :Image-Element 1
    :Caption-Element 2))
```

This rule can be read as follows. Rule elements are numbered 0 to n. Element 0 is considered to be the left-hand-side (composite) category type. Elements 1 to n are the right-hand-side. For the Make-Figure rule to be applicable, it must first match an Image element. Next, it will seek a Caption element by trying to satisfy the query (Above <image-element> :?). If these conditions are satisfied, then the predicate (Eq-width <image-element> <caption-element>) must return TRUE. If all these preconditions are satisfied, then a potential composite category Figure is introduced into the parse table. Assuming Figure is a root category of the grammar, an action to go ahead and create this composite is made available to the system action agenda. In addition, a rule may contain semantic output forms to be evaluated as part of the rule action. These forms follow the symbol :OUT in a rule body. In the case of the Make-Figure rule, the Make-Instance form creates a Figure-Element when the agenda item is invoked. This object references the input elements which satisfied this rule’s preconditions. As part of running the agenda item, additional constraints are then installed on these input elements. These output constraints are different from the rule’s preconditions. They are the reason input can be roughly sketched resulting in exactly aligned elements of the design. The rule is graphically depicted in Figure 5.7.

Authoring on-line documents

In this scenario, the structured editing and incremental improvement of a document produces an HTML file which can be written out and
FIGURE 5.8A
The first in a sequence of images illustrating the construction of an online table of contents for WIRED magazine. This first step shows three text elements and an image created and positioned in the workspace. The agenda on the right presents a button to suggest the creation of a single Article group.

FIGURE 5.8B
After selecting the agenda button in the previous step, the system aligns and constrains the elements. The user has edited the title of the Article and the system can then complete the remaining content from the local database.

FIGURE 5.8C
The beginning of two additional articles have been created in the workspace. The agenda reflects the new partial design state by suggesting the creation of these Article composites.
The two additional Articles have been completed. Similar to Figure 5.8B, the user has edited one portion of the article and the system completes the editing process. The agenda reflects the new state suggesting to complete the table of contents by making the newly added text element at the top the title.

The button to the right of the “Do It” button highlights indicating the design is complete and correct according to the supporting visual language. The user selects the “Do It” button to write out an HTML file.
presented in an HTML viewer such as Mosaic.

Figures 5.8A-5.8F illustrates a sequence where the designer is constructing a table of contents of WIRED magazine similar to the presentation automatically constructed in the previous chapter. Each image in the sequence illustrates the workspace on the left and the agenda on the right. Here, the delivery environment will be Mosaic, a graphically more limiting display system than VIA so the grammar supports only simple layout constraints. The database of objects and relations can be used to help complete the editing of media objects because their relationships have helped to determine their role in the final layout. For example, titles and authors both start out as text elements but their spatial positioning helps disambiguate their final role in the design.

In the process of creating the document, composite structures, such as Articles, are created. At any point during the design process, the author can request the generation of an HTML file describing the input. The system identifies the most general composite structure created thus far. This composite, in the traditional object-oriented programming style, can produce the HTML description of itself and the rest of the derivation. This is true for a single article, a sequence of articles, or the completed table of contents. Currently, the links themselves are automatically produced by a database look up, but could be a result of the parsing action.
Support for design completion

This section describes the use of Relational Grammars to support another interactive design scenario, that of graphic completion and verification. A variation of the parser used in VIA was constructed [Wittenburg, 1993], and then used to support both graphic completion and verification of partial designs.

Graphic completion is analogous to command completion commonly found in text editors. The difference is that graphic completion is defined in terms of the elements and their relationships to the existing elements of input. During the process of creating an artifact in a structured domain, the system guides the user by presenting only valid graphic continuations of the partially completed design. The system then builds higher level composite structures as new input is added. When the design is finished, the system notifies the user that a complete and correct solution has been achieved. In addition, this same parser can be used to verify partial or complete designs to indentify their conformity to a predetermined visual language. An example scenario of the use of this technique is presented in the structured domain of flowcharts.

The paradigm of completion

GNU Emacs [Stallman, 1993] supports command completion with a variety of interaction styles: a user can complete the next word (SPACE), complete as far as possible (TAB), complete and exit the command (RETURN), or list of all of the possible completions (?). In the graphic domain, it is useful to provide this same functionality by providing completion of the next lexical element, completion of the next higher level composite structure, completion of as much of the design as possible, and also, a menu of possible completions given the context of any partially completed artifact.

GNU also identifies and utilizes three levels of strictness for completion. These include: permissive completion, cautious completion, and strict completion. Permissive completion will permit any string to be used as the command argument (e.g., a name for a file can be created when running find-file if it does not exist). This in fact does no completion to the command or argument. Cautious completion only exits input to the command if the command is complete and is valid. Finally, there is strict completion which will complete the command only when a valid argument is used (e.g., an existing buffer name given to the kill-buffer command).
Instead of keystrokes, VIA uses mouse clicks and menu items to provide access to this functionality. Rule priorities could make it possible to automatically select the most appropriate rule in order to complete partial designs.

### Design completion scenario

This section presents an example interaction with the system in supporting the design of a flowchart using graphic completion. The basic lexicon for this language includes rectangles (simple procedure blocks), diamonds (decision points), circles (junctions for decisions to reconnect), and ovals (either start or end blocks). Figure 5.9 shows a small flowchart defined by this language. This layout was actually produced automatically with the scenario presented in the previous chapter.

The interaction sequence begins with the user selecting an element from the menu of possible lexical types. The user selects, sizes, and positions a **Diamond** element to construct a decision block within the workspace. Colors provide feedback to the user to indicate which elements are continuable, which elements are complete (i.e., no further work is necessary) and which elements fall outside of the language definition. The user then clicks on the diamond and a menu of the possible continuations is presented. These continuations are presented geometrically to indicate their proper geometric relationships within this design context. The user selects a **Rectangle** to place a procedure element to the right of the **Diamond** and places it in the design. Next, the user selects a circle element to complete the decision block. Now only the in and out elements of this group are continuable. The **Rectangle** procedure block is complete and cannot be continued. The design is completed by adding one **Oval** above the **Diamond** element (the decision block input) and below the **Circle** element (the decision block output). The system signals the user that the design is complete and correct given the current flowchart visual language. This sequence is presented in Figure 5.10. This figure shows both the current status of the design alternating with the completion menus at the various stages of the design process.

### Design verification scenario

In this second scenario, a predictive parser can also be used to support design verification. The designer has created a partial flowchart design and would now like to verify the design as it stands. The designer selects a **Verify** button. This request accepts complete and correct elements but highlights those elements that are incomplete or

---

5.2 At the time of this writing this thesis, an initial predictive parser was utilized. There are more open research questions in making that parser complete and correct.
This sequence illustrates a scenario of creating a flowchart diagram using the paradigm of completion. The first menu allows any lexical item to be created. A Diamond is chosen and displayed in the workspace.

The user selects the Diamond and requests possible continuations from this element. A menu comes up over the element with a small set of options. These options stand in the relationship, Y-Connects-To or N-Connects-To.

The user selects Rectangle and in the Y-Connects-To relationship in the menu in Figure 5.10B.

The user selects the Rectangle and requests possible continuations from this element. A menu comes up over the element with an appropriate set of options for continuation.
FIGURE 5.10E
The user selects the Circle in the menu in Figure 5.10D.

FIGURE 5.10F
The user requests continuations from the Diamond.

FIGURE 5.10G
The user selects the Oval which represents the start of this procedure. The only element that can be continued is the Circle junction.

FIGURE 5.10H
The user selects the continuations from the Circle. (An early version of the parser produces a subset of all valid continuations.)
violates any rules. For each element that still needs work, the designer can request alternative design solutions. An agenda displays these alternatives. This new agenda provides ways to bring the design into conformance, suggesting the deletion of some elements and the completion of others. The designer can select or ignore these suggestions while continuing towards completion of the design.

Verification and completion are related in their use of the predictive parser. Partial designs can be verified and then suggestions on how to create completed designs can be requested. This topic of completion and verification remains an open research topic. The discussion here is meant to illustrate possible directions for future work while providing a working example of the interaction scenarios.

**Related work**

Kochhar, Marks and Friedell have characterized the articulation of a designed artifact along an axis of automaticity [Kochhar, et al., 1991], from completely manual to completely automatic. This chapter spans a number of the techniques included in this characterization, including constraint-based systems, critic and improver-based systems and cooperative CAD. Related work in these areas will be described and compared to VIA.

**Constraint-based systems**

Some constraint-based systems make an effort to empower the user by giving them direct feedback and control of the inferencing process [Gross, et al., 1987; Leler, 1988; Sistare, 1991]. Rockit [Karsenty, et al., 1992], a system to apply graphic constraints in building an interface, provides not only visual, but audio, feedback to help the user in
deciding the correct constraint application. The system showing fields of gravity to be used in constraint application is shown in Figure 5.11. Hudson and Yeatts [Hudson and Yeatts, 1991] explore a similar approach. In both these systems, the interaction and feedback is direct and immediate, i.e., it occurs over the elements being drawn. Sometimes it is inappropriate to interrupt the design process with immediate, "in your face" suggestions, while at other times it supports the more direct manipulation of interface and design components. VIA makes the compromise by providing control over the inference process with a visual agenda. The agenda queues suggestions for design improvement in a separate window. These delayed system suggestions can then be activated by the user at the appropriate time within the design process.

Interactive constraint-based systems have a long history in the research environment [Borning, 1981; Nelson, 1985] and only recently have appeared in commercial products like Intellidraw [Aldus, 1993]. This is due, in part, to the computational requirements of adequate implementations. This thesis incorporates a fast, interactive constraint-propagation algorithm, DeltaBlue, from the University of Washington. DeltaBlue is used to provide non-cyclic constraints between output elements in design articulation [Freeman-Benson, et al., 1990; Maloney, 1991]. Although this particular algorithm does not support cycles in its constraint networks, it has been sufficient for the construction of interactive design scenarios that embed constraints in the set of output forms.

A standard technique for controlling design articulation is the use of the grid [Hurlburt, 1978]. [Feiner, 1988] uses the grid for the articulation of automatic information layout. The system uses information about the kind of material to be displayed, the user, and display hardware. The system then creates displays using more information about the kinds of objects to be presented. This system first generates a grid and then uses it in the presentation of information. VIA characterizes the information but the notion of a grid is implicitly embedded within the output constraints of the grammar rules and the alignment of design elements. One future extension could derive different grids based on conditions in the input and display environment, and use that grid in further processing of design elements.

**Design critic-based and improver-based systems**

Critic-based systems [Fischer, et al., 1988] provide a commentary on the status of the design without providing the ability to change the
design, while improver-based systems may or may not provide a critique but will modify an existing design. CRACK [Fischer and Morch, 1988] is a critic-based system to support the design of kitchens. The interface is illustrated in Figure 5.12. It uses domain knowledge to "look over the shoulder" of a user offering criticism, suggestions and explanations to improve the design. An example of an early improver-based system is Pavlidis and Van Wyk's beautifier system [Pavlidis and Van Wyk, 1985] for improving network diagrams. It first infers the relations between graphical objects in network diagrams and then modifies those objects based on the constraints of the domain. No effort was made to involve the user with information or control over the inferencing process. The incremental design assistance in VIA is very similar to this class of design-support system. It combines both the mechanism for describing design critiques with the opportunity to modify the original artifact.

Other interactive design systems that use Relational Grammars in more structured design tasks have been created at Bellcore [Collier and Karlin, 1993]. One system uses a top-down algorithm (instead of bottom-up) to support engineering design tasks in telephone networks. The artifact being designed is represented as a network diagram where some of the nodes correspond to grammar nonterminals, representing an abstraction of parts of the design not yet filled in, and others correspond to terminals, representing completed decisions. By clicking on nonterminals, the user can explore choice points in the design represented in the grammar as alternative expansions of the nonterminal. The process is complete when all elements in the design have been replaced by terminal elements in the grammar. The top-down approach is well suited to this more structured domain, enforcing conformance to known design configurations. The bottom-up approach we have adopted, however, is well suited to the more unpredictable task of exploratory design.

**Cooperative design**

[Kochhar and Friedell, 1990] investigates the use of cooperative design that mixes interactive and automatic design paradigms. This exploration is in the context of the FLATS system shown in Figure 5.13. In this system the user directs search in the design space by first expressing initial design decisions and the properties of the final design via a set of guidelines. The system automatically produces partial developments of the design using rules defined in an object grammar. Alternatives are presented to the user in a spatial format based on their design attributes. The user selects and refines the most
promising partial designs and then the system continues the design automatically. The process repeats itself with the user in control of the refinement process, restricting the activation of rules, controlling the focus of the development, and setting the resource allocation for the time and number of alternatives to explore. Browsing is supported by filtering the set of alternatives examined at any one time and structuring those alternatives displayed by design attributes. Cooperative design is a strong influence on this research. It is very important because it puts the user in direct control of the design process, like the scenarios described here, and supports the exploration of the design space. Future research to aid the exploration of the design space will combine the automatic and interactive scenarios in a more cooperative fashion.

Summary

This chapter presents a vision of how visual languages can be used to assist in the interactive design process. By providing the context of a visual language within which a designer works, VIA improves and cleans up incremental design decisions. This support also includes graphic completion and design verification of partially constructed artifacts. In the interactive scenario, VIA uses a standard bottom-up parsing algorithm but the restriction of covering all of the input has been lifted. User interaction dictates a finer-grained parsing goal than is typical in most standard parsing applications. Local graphic inferencing can occur, cleaning up the design, while the parse table acts as a cache for rule matches. The next chapter applies this interactive scenario to author other visual language grammars by demonstration.
Grammar acquisition by demonstration

Introduction

New tools and techniques will be necessary in order to support the design process as presented in the previous two chapters. If design is truly going to be ubiquitous and accessible at all levels of information creation and consumption, these tools will unquestionably be central to the design process. By creating editors grounded in formal visual languages, designers can create and use their own visual languages to be used in both the automatic and interactive scenarios. In this chapter a vision of a grammar-based tool to support the creation of these languages is described.

As we have seen, there are many components to the full grammar definition. There are the lexical items and composite categories that the grammar uses in building a derivation of the input. There are the rule definitions, including the pre-conditions that first must be satisfied before the rule will fire, and the post-conditions that will create the composite categories and take actions in the output environment. In the interactive scenario, constraints will take effect upon rule firing, while in the automatic scenario, the constraints will only be applied to the media objects when a complete derivation is formed. A complete editor would provide a mechanism to create and manipulate each of these aspects of the rule formalism. In addition, it should be possible to enable and disable various sets of rules in order to direct design exploration.

This chapter describes a mechanism for supporting such an editor. What has been implemented is a system that supports the visualiza-

We must now have sciences at the places where formerly intuition directed us. 
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
Architectural overview of rule editing showing how it fits into the vision of supporting the design process. A grammar supports the authoring of another grammar that can then be used in either the automatic or interactive paradigms.

First, an overview of how this paradigm fits into the overall architecture of VIA is illustrated. Then, an example scenario is demonstrated redefining a rule used in the automatic scenario described in Chapter 4. In this scenario, the definition of how the rule articulates the particular design (i.e., the constraints of the output) is modified. The improver-based grammar used to support the rule authoring process is then described. Various aspects of a rule editor necessary for a complete tool are then presented. This chapter concludes with a discussion of work related to the creation of code by demonstration.

**Architectural overview**

As we have seen in the other scenarios, Relational Grammars play a central role in design support. In this scenario, Relational Grammars are used in a meta-fashion to author other grammars that are then used in one of the other main paradigms. Figure 6.1 illustrates the use of the grammars for rule editing. The actions of the author produces code that is then evaluated and installed immediately into the underlying application grammar.

The grammar authoring process is supported by a separate grammar used in the interactive paradigm similar to the description in the pre-
vious chapter. This supporting grammar is a general one and is described in more detail below. First, an example scenario is illustrated that redefines an existing grammar rule.

**Example rule editing scenario**

This section describes a scenario that uses programming by demonstration to redefine an existing rule within a grammar. In an effort to explore the design space, a variation of the existing rule is constructed. The rule that is modified here is our example rule that creates an *Article* group in the Scientific American grammar described in Chapter 4. Figure 4.3 illustrates the final realization of the complete table of contents. It uses the *Make-Article* rule of Figure 4.9 to form six separate article groupings. The example that follows will redefine the output constraints for this particular rule.

The designer begins by visualizing the *Make-Article* rule’s output constraints illustrated in Figure 6.2. In this example, the designer will modify the output constraints and redefine how the rule presents an *Article* composite. The goal of this example scenario is to redefine the rule by moving the image and page number across the vertical axis to the right side of the group. Because of the currently defined constraints of the composite *Article* group in Figure 6.2, moving any one element will move all of the elements. Therefore, the first action the designer takes is to *Ungroup* the composite as it is currently formed. This has the effect of removing the constraints associated with that composite and placing the individual elements on the parse table. Rule actions to recombine these elements with new graphic constraints are placed on the visual agenda. These suggestions include rules for alignment and sizing. Mutually exclusive rules are initially placed on the agenda. Figure 6.3A and Figure 6.3B illustrate the agenda at different steps in this scenario.

As the designer moves and resizes the objects in the editor, action items come and go from the agenda. For example, if two elements are placed roughly left aligned, an agenda item appears that will *improve* these two elements by grouping them into a composite and aligning
Elements can be quickly repositioned and the agenda items provide suggestions for improving and cleaning them up. After selecting an action, the two elements grouped together now are constrained as a single unit. Actions that are mutually exclusive with respect to the selected action are removed from the agenda, since they are now invalid. This group can then be constrained and merged with other elements and groups. Eventually, the elements are all positioned and sized together and act as a single unit. As one element is moved, all elements move together. Thus, all X and Y values have been constrained.

In this brief interaction, the designer has demonstrated the new version of the article definition. The sequence can be seen in Figure 6.4A-E. This new definition modifies the original Scientific American article layout by placing the image and number to the right and the author to the bottom of the new presentation. The system also provides a menu of primitive graphic items that may be used as additional elements to articulate the final presentation. For instance, the horizontal red lines in the WIRED table of contents could be added using this menu.

When the rule is complete, it can then be installed back into the grammar. The designer selects the Evaluate Rule button from the commands menu. The relationships that have been constrained by the improver-grammar rule firings have been recorded in the local object store. All the resulting constraints are then collected, the rule body is constructed, and evaluated into the application grammar. This redefines the original rule and makes it available in the Scientific American grammar.

The designer switches back to the workspace. This new rule is now an active part of the grammar and supports the automatic layout of the information. The results is a table of contents where all articles are reflected across the vertical axis as shown in Figure 6.5.

A generic grammar for rule design

In the scenario above, the role of grammars is twofold. During rule creation, a grammar watches what the designer is doing and automatically suggests constraints to be incorporated into the rule definition. The interaction process for authoring documents described in Chapter 4 is the same one used here to author rules. The main dif-
Sequence of steps redefining the Make-Article rule from the Scientific American table of contents grammar.

The first step ungroups the composite removing all constraints. The rule author has separated the individual elements from one another. The agenda, shown in Figure 6.3A reflects the state of the pending rule firings derived from the partial design in this figure.

The rule author has combined the paragraph and author and the agenda in Figure 6.3B reflects this new partial design.

The title, Article-Name, is combined to form a new composite in the partial design.

The image is top-aligned with the growing composite. In the next step (not shown), the page number will be bottom-aligned to complete the rule description.
The information for the Scientific American table of contents is automatically presented using the redefined Make-Article rule from the sequence illustrated in Figure 6.4. Note that only the Article composite has been redefined. Other rules within the grammar need to be modified in order to complete the redesign.

Lexical and compositional categories

The grammar that supports this process consists of a simple recursive use of rules that are based on general graphic design principles. The primitive Layout-Object is the lexical type used in forming groups. When a composite group is formed, a side-effect creates a new Layout-Object. The original layout-objects are removed from the parse table and this newly created one is added.

Grammar rules

In this grammar there is a simple rule that directs the creation of composites. The context-free backbone of this rule is:

\[
\text{layout-group} \rightarrow \text{layout-object layout-object}
\]

A typical rule in this general grammar is shown in Figure 6.6. This rule introduces an extended syntax to the rule definitions we have seen previously. That is, rules can now belong to different classes. In
Figure 6.6, the Align-Left rule, of the class Alignment-Rules, is being defined in the Rule-Edit-Grammar. In addition, a rule-label can be supplied which is used in constructing labels for the visual agenda. In this example, the label is “Left Align.”

(Defrule (Align-Left Rule-Edit-Grammar Alignment-Rules)
 (0 Layout-Group (Setf (Object1 0) 1
 (Object2 0) 2))
 (1 Layout-Object)
 (2 Layout-Object (Left-Aligned 1 2)
 (Above 1 2))
 :Out (Make-Instance 'Layout-Object
 :Align-Function 'Left-Align-Objects
 :Item1 1
 :Item2 2)
 :Rule-Label "Left Align")

In this scenario, we allow roughly “sketched” elements to satisfy the parsing preconditions. So the first predicate in the second rule element in Figure 6.6, Left-Aligned, is only looking for two elements roughly left aligned.

When all of the predicates are satisfied, the rule fires creating the composite Layout-Group and runs all the :OUT forms. In this case, a new Layout-Object is created. In the process of creating this new object three things happen. First, align-function is run, which left aligns the original objects. Second, these original objects are removed from the parse table. Third, the newly created Layout-Object is added to the parse table.

Rules in the grammar are currently divided into two categories, rules for alignment and rules for equal sizing. There are four alignment rules; left, right, top and bottom, and two sizing rules; for equal width and equal height. Ideally more rules will be incorporated into this grammar. Compared to the grammar described in Chapter 5, this grammar is potentially more useful because of the generic quality of the rules and the improvements that they support.

Currently, there is no error checking to ensure that all elements have their X and Y positions constrained. In the current implementation, there is the potential problem of an element being underspecified. Using predictive algorithms suggested in Chapter 5, the system can determine missing structure and suggest ways in which to improve the design as it stands to support the completion of the rule being edited.
Visualizing rule preconditions

When visualizing a rule's preconditions, the editor must show all elements and relationships that define a proper match for that rule. The interactive and automatic scenarios shown in previous chapters each require different support for the visualization of their preconditions. In the automatic scenario, symbolic domain relations (e.g., author-of, image-of) must be visualized, while for the interactive scenario the preconditions deal with spatial proximity and graphic relations (e.g., above, left-of). The visualization and modification of rule preconditions will be discussed in terms of the automatic scenario using the example rule, *Make-Article*, from the Scientific American grammar. This rule is presented in more detail in Figure 6.7.

```
(Defrule (Make-Article The-Grammar)
 (0 Article (setf (article-name 0) 1
                     (article-author 0) 2
                     (article-description 0) 3
                     (article-page 0) 4
                     (article-image 0) 5))
 (1 Text)
 (2 Text (Author-Of 2 1))
 (3 Text (Description-Of 3 1))
 (4 Number (Page-Of 4 1))
 (5 Image (Image-Of 5 1))
 :OUT ((right-of 1 5)
       (right-of 2 5)
       (right-of 3 5)
       (right-of 5 4)
       (top-aligned 1 5)
       (top-aligned 5 4)
       (spaced-below 2 1)
       (spaced-below 3 2)
       (set-font 1 10pt :bold)
       (set-font 2 8pt :italic)
       (set-font 3 8pt :plain)
       (set-font 4 10pt :plain)))
```

**Figure 6.7**
The Make-Article rule (also shown in Figure 4.9) used in the example scenario to produce an alternative presentation of the Scientific American table of contents.

In the *Make-Article* rule, the preconditions are the elements numbered 1 through 5. The *Make-Article* rule's preconditions are visualized in Figure 6.8 while other rules in the same grammar are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The technique employed here is to use indentation to distinguish the head or left-hand side of the rule (e.g., the Article category), and the rule elements or right-hand side that must be matched in the input (e.g., Text, Number and Image). A second indentation is used to visualize the attributes of composite categories, as seen in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. Input elements are passed up the derivation hierarchy by attribute assignment in the rule body (i.e., the Setf forms in Figure 6.7). The attributes are subsequently used in rule predicates to test the appropriateness of rule application.
FIGURE 6.8
Visualization of the Make-Article rule's precondition within the Scientific American grammar. The text description of the rule is shown in Figure 6.7.

FIGURE 6.9
Visualization of the preconditions of the Make-Articles rule within the Scientific American grammar. This rule combines two simple Article-Cat categories created by the rule shown in Figure 6.8. The Article-Name of one Article-Cat must stand in the Precedes relation to the second Article-Cat.

FIGURE 6.10
Visualization of the preconditions of the Make-Toc rule within the Scientific American grammar. This rule produces a composite that represents the complete table of contents. The first indentation shows the rule elements and the second level of indentation shows the attributes of the Articles-Cat category. The Top-Article stands in the First-Article relation to the Toc-Name-Cat category.
Alternatively, this presentation can be shortened by disabling the display of the attributes of rule elements. This option is available through the VIA command menu.

Relationships are visualized by labels with arcs. For example, the Author-Of relation is shown as a rectangular block with an arc coming from the second text element (the article’s author) and going to the first text element (the article’s title). These are highlighted as the user moves the cursor over the relation. In the more complicated rule definitions, the relations are between attributes of composites (i.e., Precedes and First-Article in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 respectively).

Modifications of existing preconditions or creation of new preconditions is currently not possible. However, a straightforward implementation to provide this functionality should be possible. Using menus, an author should be able to add elements to this rule body and link these elements through a menu of existing relationships. Also, creating completely new categories with attributes should also be straightforward. In the standard object-oriented fashion, these classes can easily be constructed dynamically and inherit the necessary slots and behaviors.

Another problem exists because of the complexity of the grammar derivations. An industrial strength editor must ensure valid derivations will be formed given a set of input. One possibility would be to use a structured editor, say one built on top of a structured graph editor, that would ensure the root categories of the language can be built out of the lexical inputs. Visualization of preconditions for the interactive scenario is more difficult and remains an open research topic in programming by demonstration.

Edited rule output constraints

The second phase of the rule creation process is the specification of output constraints to be used in subsequent realization. The goal here is to infer these constraints as a result of the actions of the author. The approach presented here utilizes the interactive paradigm of design support with another grammar disambiguating the author’s actions. A generic grammar\textsuperscript{6.1} suggests possible interpretations for grouping the elements and presents them to the author. An interative cycle records the author’s decisions which are used later when generating the code for rule creation. This approach was illustrated in the sce-

\textsuperscript{6.1} This generic grammar is based on simple graphic principles of alignment and equal sizing to form groups.
nario at the beginning of this chapter in Figure 6.4A-6.4E.

For rules that only use lexical items in their input, output constraints are visualized by creating instances of media objects as indicated by the rule's lexical elements. These are then constrained relative to one another according to the rule body. Note, that this may be only one of many ways to derive a composite. For example, there could be multiple ways to create an Article composite, the normal article and one that reflects elements that are missing from the input. Rules that use composite categories as input need to visualize the attributes and make an instance of that lexical item to be constrained. This has not been implemented yet.

To modify the rule output constraints, the rule editor uses the same interaction loop as the interactive design scenario but with some minor additions as seen in Figure 6.11. In both cases, the toplevel loop is used to maintain the valid system actions that are discovered through parsing. Unlike the interactive scenario, there is no option for automatic rule action selection. The successful derivations are always put on the interactive agenda. Because a number of conflicting derivations are always produced, any "intelligent" mechanism would eventually make the wrong inferences and choose inappropriate actions. By putting all derivations onto the interactive agenda, the designer is left in control of the decision process.

The first action taken in the above scenario is to ungroup the composite as it is currently described by the rule. The act of ungrouping places the individual elements on the parse table. In doing so, many system actions are added to the agenda to recombine these elements. Choosing any one exclusive action will remove all remaining actions that are no longer valid. For example, if there are multiple ways to align two elements, after one is chosen, all remaining alignment actions will be removed from the agenda.

The parser is order independent and allows recombination in any manner. Similar to the interactive scenario, the bottom-up parsing algorithm is considered successful even if the derivations cover only partial input. Here, the root symbols of the grammar are composites that forms graphic elements into new graphic groups. Multiple root categories used in the interactive scenario such as Figure, Heading, and Body are not needed. If another grammar is used to form the output constraints, other root categories may be employed.

6.2 Figure 4.7 illustrates such a case where the text elements Author and Description are missing from the input.
FIGURE 6.11
The toplevel loop for rule editing. This is similar to the toplevel loop for the interactive paradigm but here we record the relationships at the end of each iteration and extract these relationships at the end of the process to create the code for rule definition. The differences with the interactive paradigm are highlighted here.

This discussion illustrates the use of the rule editor to support the spatial constraints used in automatic presentation of documents. Producing rules for the interactive scenario is a bit more difficult. Here, an editor must infer constraints from the actions (possibly multiple examples) of the user. For instance, in the interactive scenario, the system will need to recognize when the position and size of elements are in the proper relationships. This means the rule editor has
to recognize what it means to position two elements “almost left-aligned” with one another. This must include generalization techniques more commonly found in sophisticated programming by demonstration systems.

**Rule set editor**

As design progresses, a designer will modify and change the working assumptions of their language and its implementation. In order to support this dynamic interaction, a rule set editor is provided within VIA. This editor uses the class structure of the rules to enable or disable individual rules or sets of rules. This mechanism helps the support of exploration of design by forcing only certain rules to be active within the set of all possible rules within a language.

The rule set editor is shown in Figure 6.12. All rules within the grammar are organized by type and displayed in this list. For example, the Align-Left rule in Figure 6.6 is a member of the Alignment-Rules class. Each rule is given toggle buttons to enable and disable the rule. Each class can also be enabled or disabled. If an individual rule is toggled, only that rule is modified. When a class button is toggled, all rules within that class are either disabled, collapsed from view, or all the rules are enabled. After making the appropriate settings in this window, the design interaction can continue and only those rules specified will affect the outcome of the design.
Additional capabilities of rule editing

Any high-functionality tool should make simple things simple and difficult things possible. The tool must allow access to the smallest detail of the formalism but at the same time make the interaction seem straightforward and obvious. Using the interactive paradigm with Relational Grammars, we have shown how it is possible to create lexical definitions, composite categories with attributes, preconditions of the rule, attribute mapping within rules, and rule output constraints.

In a full functioning editor, there are a number of other capabilities that need to be supported in the specification of all aspects of the grammar formalism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize</td>
<td>Change the rule back to the last saved version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Rule</td>
<td>Begin the construction of a new rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eval Rule</td>
<td>Evaluate the rule placing it in the grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete Rule</td>
<td>Delete the rule from the grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy</td>
<td>Make a copy of a rule that can then be used in editing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Load a grammar including lexicon, categories and rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save</td>
<td>Save a grammar including lexicon, categories and rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the user should be able to add any number of elements to the output constraints to help articulate its presentation. These include general graphic elements and standardized objects for a particular domain (e.g., company logos) that might not be part of the input but need to be added for a complete presentation.

Related work

Since the first example of programming by demonstration, PYG-MALION [Smith, 1993], research has been searching for techniques to provide simple, end-user customization of the environment. Currently, end-user programming can be categorized into four types: preferences, scripting languages, macro recorders, and programming-by-demonstration [Cypher, 1993a]. Preferences only provide customization to known situations. A fixed set of parameters and their alternatives are provided to the user. Preferences are only as good as the foresight of the application programmer. Scripting languages are a popular alternative because they provide more flexibility. However, they introduce the additional complexity of the scripting language.
Syntax and vocabulary of the language along with the concepts of variables, loops and conditionals must be understood by the user. Macro recorders allow the user to demonstrate actions for particular situations. Their deficiency is that they are too literal and cannot generalize to become useful in a wider range of situations.

Programming by demonstration uses various techniques to infer the intention of the user from example demonstrations. This problem of inferring intent makes the correct generalization very difficult. Some solutions to this problem have been: Smallstar [Halbert, 1993], allowing the user to select from a fixed list of alternatives; Eager [Cypher, 1993b] comparing multiple examples; Turvy [Maulsby, 1993], allowing the user to indicate relevant information; Peridot [Myers, 1993], requesting verification from the user; and Mondrian [Lieberman, 1993b], creating parameterized functions based on explicit user actions and implicit knowledge of graphical relationships within the interface (Figure 6.13).

The problem of the flow of control is also a difficult one. Tinker [Lieberman, 1993a] has users write programming language expressions; Chimera [Kurlander, 1993; Kurlander and Feiner, 1993] presents graphical histories so users can select decision points; and Metamouse [Maulsby and Witten, 1993] infers branches automatically from multiple examples.

Programming by demonstration techniques aid the creation of new grammar rules. VIA does not use multiple examples but more closely resembles Peridot, using rules to identify possible inferences of groupings and constraints to apply. It also gives the user complete control in selecting the appropriate inference. Unlike Peridot, this inference is presented less obtrusively as a separate agenda to be selected when the designer feels it is appropriate. VIA also uses the technique of before and after dominos used in Mondrian to illustrate the effect a rule has in the context of the current design.

Abatan [Turansky, 1993] was an early system that could produce VIA grammar rules by demonstration. Abatan captured reusable graphic design knowledge from interactive user demonstrations. The system could then write out a file that contained a representation of this demonstration as a Relational Grammar rule. VIA could then read in this file (i.e. the two systems were developed on different platforms in two different languages) and transform the contents in an automatic presentation. An example scenario was demonstrated.
Abatan, an editor developed by Alan Turransky, used to investigate the creation of rules by example.

Abatan's interface is shown in Figure 6.15.

In the scenario for creating grammar rules for the interactive paradigm, the use of multiple examples will most likely be necessary. In the tradition of programming by example, user involvement will ease the process of rule acquisition. By graphically demonstrating situations, new rules will be constructed and incorporated into the working grammar set.

Summary

In the larger vision of supporting the design process, this chapter begins to explore how these visual languages can be built by demonstration. This chapter highlights a number of the issues involved with the creation of rules by demonstration. In some cases this procedure is straightforward. In other cases, it remains an open research question as to how to generalize a user's actions to infer the proper decisions to be included in the rule being constructed. By using the interactive scenario based on a generalized grammar, the rule author is supported in the creation of new rules for other visual languages. Making this a viable tool for designers and everyday users remains an open research question. By taking a unified approach to the problem of design support, we can leverage the strengths of visual languages to support this important aspect of the design process.
Introduction

This dissertation continues the investigation into interactive and automatic techniques to support the process of design. By providing a formal representation based on computational linguistics, new techniques and tools for the support of design are illustrated. This research has shown the effectiveness of this generalized framework for the design of interactive multimedia documents. This provides the opportunity to improve the presentation of information in a multimedia environment for users and design professionals alike. Interaction techniques afforded by this theoretical basis include automatic layout of documents, interactive paradigms for the support of authoring multimedia documents, and the use of programming-by-demonstration for the modification of grammar rules by example.

This framework is based on the use of Relational Grammars that exploit the structure of the information in creating and publishing dynamic documents. The visual languages created from Relational Grammars are analogous to natural languages but have additional requirements in order to process input. Input is in the form of domain objects and relationships between the elements. In the case of multimedia documents, this input is in the form of text, images, movies, audio, etc. Special processing requirements for visual languages are accommodated by the use of the Relational Grammar formalism. Input is not constrained to a particular order, and non-monotonic changes, e.g., moving, resizing, and deleting, are accounted for the parsing algorithm.

I would like to see systems with enough intelligence and with enough rich vocabulary that a designer could interact with technology in an empowered way.

Muriel Cooper
EYE Magazine, Autumn 1994

Conclusions
The structure of the information within the domain dictates how the construction of visual sentences are formed. This structure is the basis of an Architecture of Information which supports design in both interactive and automatic paradigms.

The automatic presentation of information is one of the main affordances of this visual language. In the larger problem of multimedia generation, this research illustrates a new techniques for solving the problem of media articulation. By processing tagged input that contains relationships between the elements, presentations are automatically created that are sensitive to their delivery environments. The same information can be dynamically reconfigured for different output media and different uses. This is a key technology in supporting a more agile model of publishing.

Visual languages, as described in this research, provide a rich source of interaction paradigms to support interactive design. These paradigms include the incremental improvement of design during construction, top-down refinement of design solutions, graphic completion of partial designs, and verification of partially complete artifacts. In the improver-based scenario, input can be quickly sketched without concern for the specific details the design. The system then installs constraints building up composite groups within the design. By using a language of design, the creation of these documents can be made within the context of a given style of layout.

In order to make these formal methods and new techniques accessible to designers, new tools need to be constructed. These tools need to support the process of meta-design, design that creates descriptions used at a time when the designer can not be in the production loop. By incorporating visual languages in the improver-based scenario, rules can be modified by demonstration. The system infers design decisions and creates grammars by the examples provided that can then be used offline.

This research was explored within the prototype environment VIA: Visual Information Architecture. VIA incorporates three key technologies developed at other research organizations: a constraint system to maintain both spatial and temporal constraints, the tapping mechanism to provide dynamic interfaces, and most importantly, the Relational Grammar system. This chapter continues with future work that is indicated by this research. A brief description of the implementation of VIA and its subsystems is also provided.
Future research

In support of the design process, Relational Grammars have proven useful as the basis for a number of different interaction paradigms. An open question is how much further higher dimensional grammars, like the ones used here, can be pushed to support the creative activity of design. This larger vision suggests a number of future research directions. Among these are the utilization of ambiguity during the design process, cooperative design with mixed initiative between system and user, grammar creation by demonstration, design by analogy, improved parsing algorithms, enhanced expressiveness, and new applications of Relational Grammars.

Ambiguity in design

Traditionally, parsing has attempted to reduce the amount of ambiguity in any interpretation. However, to support a creative process ambiguity should be viewed as beneficial and something that needs to be maintained until later design decisions have been able to disambiguate the designer’s intention. These ambiguous interpretations can be viewed as alternative solutions in the larger design space. Traditionally, computers have made drawings look more like final presentations than the quick idea sketches they really are. Building an environment to explore this space and enable better solutions is a very important area of research.

The ability to search the design space and maintain multiple design alternatives is essential for any successful design system. A more interesting and rich design environment would track design decisions and provide support for backtracking of decisions found to be unproductive. The visual agenda described earlier begins to address this issue. The support of ambiguity in early design stages has parallels in natural language [Gazdar and Mellish, 1989], and is an important research direction.

Cooperative computer-aided design

Two distinct paradigms that use Relational Grammars for design support have been illustrated. Cooperative CAD [Kochhar, 1990] is a different approach that embraces both automatic and interactive methods within a single paradigm. This cooperative paradigm puts the user in control to manually articulate design decisions but also supports automatic design exploration by the system. Relational Grammars can provide a formalism for this approach to the integration of parsing and generation in the iterative cycle of design.
Extensions of this work could include the development of a more integrated environment where interpretation and generation are part of the same design process.

**Grammars by demonstration**

The very nature of design suggests that the solution to the problem is not known a priori. In fact, as the design progresses, initial assumptions and decisions may be redefined or dropped altogether. This suggests that the language of a design, i.e., the basic vocabulary and the rules for combination, evolves as the solution is explored. What is important is having an environment that will respond to this dynamic character of the design process.

A designer should have the ability to redefine rules and add new ones to support the design process. An area of research that can provide some insight is programming-by-demonstration [Cypher, 1993a]. With this approach, designers could modify an existing grammar or create new grammars without coding. This would help create a design environment in which nonprogrammers could modify the existing rule sets. A rule editor that seamlessly combines rule creation and modification into the design cycle will be necessary to empower designers with these new tools.

**Design by analogy**

The difficult problem of creative design is not directly addressed by this dissertation. However, one approach to this problem would be to analyze design based on the structure of the domain language and then use analogy to find similar structures in previously stored cases. Using the articulation methods of the newly found cases, alternative design solutions could automatically be created. For example, if a case library contained both the Scientific American and WIRED grammars, input could be analyzed and automatically matched against the grammars of these two cases. Alternative displays could then be created that would produce the layouts of Figures 4.4 and 4.6. Additionally, these examples might mutate structure, or layout constraints, to find more unique design solutions.

**Parsing algorithms**

Further research is necessary on parsing algorithms to support multimedia applications. For example, depending on properties of the content database, deterministic LR-style algorithms for Relational Grammars may be possible. This approach would be more efficient than the one currently being used. Research on such algorithms for
multidimensional grammars is ongoing. On the other hand, nonde-
terminism in parsing, along with the possibility of ambiguity in
derivations, may play the role of generating more than one possible
presentation, which could in turn be critiqued by a higher-level con-
trol structure in more “intelligent” applications. Still another idea is
to use predictive-style parsers to help do some of the content selection
[Wittenburg, 1993]. Many issues remain open and this will be a rich
area for future research.

**New applications and enhanced expressiveness**

Relational Grammars can support a number of languages of which
only a small subset has been described. One interesting area of
research is the use of this formalism to help disambiguate the struc-
tured input of user gestures from stylus, glove, or 3D spaceball. These
alternative input devices provide new opportunities to use Relational
Grammars to support the understanding of multimodal input. On the
output side, new graphic articulations could include the creation of
three dimensional artifacts. The creation of visual languages to sup-
port *Information Landscapes* is an obvious extension of this work.

Exploration of the use of Relational Grammars to support various
applications within the design arena have been identified. On-line
training manuals and the design of dynamic presentations is a con-
tinuing research focus. In addition, as interest in the Internet contin-
ues to grow, it is becoming more apparent that we need better tech-
niques to support the automated design and presentation of informa-
tion. One interesting application for Relational Grammars is in the
production of timely, personalized newspapers. Intelligent agents
would retrieve information over the network and submit it to the
grammar for automatic presentation. Another application would be
the creation of an HTML viewer that would be capable of using rela-
tions between elements in the markup file to parse and articulate a
graphic presentation of the data. This presentation would be sensitive
to the display environment but would maintain the *look and feel*
desired by the document author. Relational Grammar Markup
Languages, RGML, have been suggested and are being explored.

Today, many printed magazines are created in high functionality page
layout systems, such as QuarkXpress. An interesting application of
Relational Grammars would be to support the migration of these tra-
ditional print documents into their on-line counterpart. Relational
Grammars can be used to translate document from one format to
another. In this application, VIA could translate the original elec-
tronic document, parsing the individual pieces of text with spatial and graphic relationships to be viewed in an on-line Internet viewer, such as Mosaic.

In many professions, such as advertising or architecture, the same information needs to be presented in different contexts and for different purposes. In architecture, for example, if there was a common graphic database available (which is becoming more and more the norm), grammars could be used to help in the presentation of this information. Floorplans, sketches, and 3D renderings of buildings could be automatically constructed and presented to the client as the need arises.

**Implementation**

There are a number of subsystems on which this research is based and they are briefly described. VIA has been developed on the Macintosh family of computers in Macintosh Common Lisp (MCL) and the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS). It relies on a number of Apple's multimedia capabilities, including QuickTime movies, built-in audio, and enhanced imaging techniques of Quickdraw.

VIA incorporates the results from three independent research programs including the constraint solver, DeltaBlue, the tapping mechanism from the Steamer project, and of course, the parser and grammar formalism from the Relational Grammar system. Each of these provide necessary functionality in the VIA system. DeltaBlue [Freeman-Benson, Maloney and Borning, 1990; Maloney, 1991] from the University of Washington is being used to maintain both graphic and temporal constraints. DeltaBlue is designed to handle approximately ~20,000 interactive constraints in a non-cyclic propagation method. DeltaBlue has been very effective for this application within VIA. The Steamer system [Hollan, et al., 1984] was one of the first systems to employ interactive graphics to control and visualize simulations and complex processes. A derivation of this work has been incorporated to support the dynamic multimedia presentations created in VIA. The intellectual basis for this work is the Relational Grammar formalism and parser [Wittenburg, et al., 1991; Wittenburg, 1992; Wittenburg, 1993]. It is one of the higher-dimensional grammars that will help to analyze and produce multimedia and multimodal applications in the future.
Summary

The main contribution of this work is the application of an independently motivated parsing algorithm to support the process of design. This research focuses on three types of design support:

- the automatic presentation of information,
- the interactive design of information, and
- the creation of grammars by demonstration

In the digital domain, we need techniques that will support metadesign. This process produces descriptions, e.g., visual languages, that are used at a later time to support the automatic presentation of information. Similarly, we can incorporate visual languages to support the interactive design process. As the system watches over design actions, graphic inferencing causes incremental improvements to the artifact under construction. This process ensures that a design conforms to a predetermined style of layout. Using these same interactive techniques, grammars can be created by demonstration without users having to write code. Design and the domain of publishing are rapidly changing. The theories and techniques described in this dissertation provide insight into how to publish and present information in this more dynamic environment.
Appendix: table of contents grammar

Introduction

This appendix illustrates the grammar used for the layout of the Scientific American table of contents. Example outputs of this grammar are illustrated in Figures 4.3, 4.6 and 4.7 (two of which are reproduced here in Figures 8.1 and 8.2).

This appendix begins by describing the input to the parsing process. Then, the three major components of the grammar are described. These are the lexicon, the composite categories or groups, and the rules for combination. Note that this grammar not only produces the standard layout for the Scientific American table of contents (Figure 8.1) but also accommodates the situation where data is missing (as in Figure 8.2 and 8.3). Three separate derivations within the same grammar generate the examples in these figures.

Figure 8.1  Presentation of complete table of contents.
Figure 8.2  Presentation of table of contents missing the author and description.
Figure 8.3  Another variation within the grammar that accommodates missing data.
Input to parser

Sample input for this example is shown below. The system pre-processes this list of information and produces an object database that includes relationships between the elements. For instance, text objects are created for all article-name, article-author, and article-description elements. Likewise, image objects are created for all article-image elements. Other objects are similarly created for the rest of the input. Then, relationships are installed between the objects that have been created. For instance, the relationship author-of is installed between the two text elements "Gerald D. Fischbach" and "Mind and Brain." The relationship that "Mind and Brain" precedes "The Developing Brain" is similarly installed in the database.

;;; Description of input for the September 1992 issue of Scientific American

(defvar *toc-description*
  '(defparameter *toc-description*
    `(:(toc-name          "Scientific American"
       :toc-date        "September 1992"
       :toc-volume     "Volume 267"
       :toc-number     "Number 3"
       :toc-articles
        ((:article-name       "Mind and Brain"
          :article-author    "Gerald D. Fischbach"
          :article-page      "48"
          :article-description  "The human brain is the most complex..."
          :article-image     "mind-and-brain"
        )
        (:article-name       "The Developing Brain"
          :article-author    "Carla J. Shatz"
          :article-page      "60"
          :article-description  "Remarkably precise connections ..."
          :article-image     "developing-brain"
        )
        (:article-name       "The Visual Image in Mind and Brain"
          :article-author    "Semir Zeki"
          :article-page      "68"
          :article-description  "There is a great deal more to vision..."
          :article-image     "image-in-mind"
        )
        (:article-name       "The Biological Basis of Learning and Individuality"
          :article-author    "Eric R. Kandel and Robert D. Hawkins"
          :article-page      "78"
          :article-description  "Learning and memory-the acquisition..."
          :article-image     "biological-basis"
        )
        (:article-name       "Brain and Language"
          :article-author    "Antonio R. Damasio and Hanna Damasio"
          :article-page      "88"
          :article-description  "In the beginning, there were no words..."
          :article-image     "brain-and-language"
        )
        (:article-name       "Working Memory and the Mind"
          :article-author    "Patricia S. Goldman-Rakic"
          :article-page      "110"
          :article-description  "Working memory has been called..."
          :article-image     "working-memory")))
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**Primitive lexicon**

The lexicon defines the primitive elements used in the language. This grammar uses elements such as, text, numbers and images as its primitives. These are included below as *article-name-cat*, *article-page-cat* and *article-image-cat*. The following form first defines the lexicon used in this table of contents example.

```
(deflexicon toc-lexicon)
```

Then, entries into this lexicon are added. Each entry is identified by its name followed by the name of the lexicon into which it is being added. Each entry also defines the different alternative uses of that element (i.e., the different *senses*). This grammar only uses one sense for each entry. Similar to rules, entries also have :OUT forms. Typically, each sense provides :OUT forms to make an instance of a media object in the presentation environment.

### Table of contents entries
```
(defentry (toc-name-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat toc-name-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-paragraph :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (toc-date-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat toc-date-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'toc-date :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (toc-number-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat toc-number-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'toc-number :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (toc-volume-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat toc-volume-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'toc-volume :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
### Article entries
```
(defentry (article-name-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat article-name-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-name :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (article-author-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat article-author-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-author :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (article-description-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat article-description-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-paragraph :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (article-page-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat article-page-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-page :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (article-image-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat article-image-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-image :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (article-paragraph-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat article-paragraph-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-paragraph :key (cover 0)))))
```
```
(defentry (article-section-cat toc-lexicon)
  (:cat article-section-cat
   :out ((make-instance 'article-section :key (cover 0)))))
```

**APPENDIX**
Composite categories

When a rule fires, a composite group, or category, is formed. These categories are implemented as structures with attributes. As derivations are built, these categories can store and propagate information through their attributes. The complete derivations of the three alternatives this grammar produces are represented by the categories, *toc-cat*, *toc-simple-cat*, and *toc-wo-cat*.

These structures use inheritance in their definition. For example, the first category defined, *toc-internal-cat*, is used as a base type for other categories.

```lisp
;; Categories for complete table of contents
(defcategory (toc-internal-cat) toc-name toc-date toc-volume toc-number toc-top-article toc-bottom-article)
(defcategory (toc-cat toc-internal-cat))
(defcategory (toc-simple-cat toc-internal-cat))
(defcategory (toc-wo-cat toc-internal-cat))

;; Categories for articles
(defcategory (article-internal-cat) article-name article-author article-description article-page article-image article-section article-toggle)
(defcategory (article-cat article-internal-cat))
(defcategory (article-wo-cat article-internal-cat))
(defcategory (article-simple-cat) article-name article-page article-image)

;; Categories for article groups
(defcategory (articles-internal-cat) top-article bottom-article top-article-port)
(defcategory (articles-cat articles-internal-cat))
```
Grammar rules

The next step is to define the grammar. The following form defines
the table of contents grammar used in this example.

(defgrammar 'toc-grammar
  :startcat '((toc-cat toc-simple-cat toc-wo-cat))

This grammar produces three alternative presentations within the
Scientific American style. The symbol startcat in the defgrammar
form above, identifies the composite categories that represent a com-
plete derivation. Toc-cat is the derivation which produces the com-
plete presentation as illustrated in Figure 8.1. Toc-simple-cat creates
a presentation when the author and description are missing, shown in
Figure 8.2. Toc-wo-cat creates a presentation using only a name, sec-
tion and page elements, as shown in Figure 8.3.

Each variation uses four rules to create the complete derivation: 1) a
rule to form an article group, 2) a rule to combine two article groups
together, 3) a rule to extend a set of article groups, and 4) a rule to
complete the table of contents derivation. The rules listed below are
grouped by derivation.
;;; Complete derivation of full table of contents

;;; Rule 1.1: Make an article group
(defrule (make-article toc-grammar via-rule)
  {0 article-cat (setf (article-name 0) 1)
   (article-author 0) 2
   (article-page 0) 3
   (article-description 0) 4
   (article-image 0) 5))

{1 article-name-cat)
{2 article-author-cat (author-of 2 1))
{3 article-page-cat (page-of 3 1))
{4 article-description-cat (description-of 4 1))
{5 article-image-cat (image-of 5 1))
:out
(spaced-right-of 1 5 :spacing "toc-xspacing")
(top-align 1 5)
(spaced-right-of 2 5 :spacing "toc-xspacing")
(spaced-below 2 1)
(spaced-below 4 2 :spacing 5.0)
(spaced-right-of 5 3)
(top-align 5 3)
(spaced-right-of 4 5 :spacing "toc-xspacing")
(setf (background-color 1) *layout-back-color*)
(setf (background-color 2) *layout-back-color*)
(setf (background-color 3) *layout-back-color*)
(setf (background-color 4) *layout-back-color*)
(set-font-spec 1 '("Helvetica" :plain))
(set-font-spec 2 '("Helvetica" :italic))
(set-font-spec 4 '("Helvetica" :plain))
:rule-constraints ;;; these constraints are for the rule editor
(move-to 5 100 100)
(setf (background-color 1) *black-color*)
(setf (background-color 2) *black-color*)
(setf (background-color 3) *black-color*)
(setf (background-color 4) *black-color*)
}

;;; Rule 1.2 Combine two articles together
(defrule (combine-articles toc-grammar via-rule)
  {0 articles-cat (setf (article-name 0) 1)
   (bottom-article 0) (article-name 2)
   (top-article-port 0) (article-image 1))

{1 article-cat)
{2 article-cat (precedes (article-name 1) (article-name 2))
:out
(spaced-below (article-image 2) (article-image 1)
 :spacing "spacing")
(left-align (article-image 2) (article-image 1)))
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Rule 1.3 Extend article groups

;;; Rule 1.3 Extend article groups
(defrule (extend-articles toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 articles-cat (setf (top-article 0) (article-name 1)
                       (bottom-article 0) (bottom-article 2)
                       (top-article-port 0) (article-image 1)))
  (1 article-cat)
  (2 articles-cat (precedes (article-name 1) (top-article 2))):
  out (spaced-below (top-article-port 2) (article-image 1)
       :spacing *spacing*)
  (left-align (top-article-port 2) (article-image 1))

Rule 1.4 Final rule to complete the table of contents

;;; Rule 1.4 Final rule to complete the table of contents
(defrule (make-toc toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 toc-cat (setf (toc-name 0) 1
                   (toc-date 0) 2
                   (toc-volume 0) 3
                   (toc-number 0) 4
                   (toc-top-article 0) (top-article 5)
                   (toc-bottom-article 0) (bottom-article 5)))
  (1 toc-name-cat)
  (2 toc-date-cat (date-of 2 1))
  (3 toc-volume-cat (volume-of 3 1))
  (4 toc-number-cat (number-of 4 1))
  (5 articles-cat (first-article 1 (top-article 5))
                   (last-article 1 (bottom-article 5))):
  out (spaced-right-of 2 1)
       (spaced-right-of 3 2)
       (spaced-right-of 4 3)
       (bottom-align 2 1)
       (bottom-align 3 2)
       (bottom-align 4 3)
       (setf (background-color 1) *layout-back-color*)
       (setf (background-color 2) *layout-back-color*)
       (setf (background-color 3) *layout-back-color*)
       (setf (background-color 4) *layout-back-color*)
       (set-font-spec 1 '("Times" 36 :bold))
       (set-font-spec 2 '("Times" 12 :plain))
       (set-font-spec 3 '("Times" 12 :plain))
       (set-font-spec 4 '("Times" 12 :plain))
       (spaced-below (top-article-port 5) 1 :spacing *spacing*)
       (spaced-right-of 1 (top-article-port 5) :spacing *spacing*)
       (move-to 1 100 20))
### Rule 2.1: Make an article group
(defrule (make-article-simple toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 article-simple-cat (setf (article-name 0) 1
  (article-page 0) 2
  (article-image 0) 3))
  (1 article-name-cat)
  (2 article-page-cat (page-of 2 1))
  (3 article-image-cat (image-of 3 1))
  :out
  (setf (background-color 1) *layout-back-color*)
  (setf (background-color 2) *layout-back-color*)
  (set-font-spec 1 '(14 "Helvetica" :bold))
  (set-font-spec 2 '(10 "Helvetica" :bold))
  (spaced-right-of 1 3 :spacing "spacing")
  (top-align 1 3)
  (spaced-right-of 3 2)
  (top-align 3 2)
  :rule-constraints
  (move-to 2 100 100)
  (setf (background-color 1) *black-color*)
  (setf (background-color 2) *black-color*)

### Rule 2.2 Combine two articles together
(defrule (combine-articles-simple toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 articles-cat (setf (top-article 0) (article-name 1)
  (bottom-article 0) (article-name 2)
  (top-article-port 0) (article-image 1)))
  (1 article-simple-cat)
  (2 article-simple-cat (precedes (article-name 1)
  (article-name 2)))
  :out
  (spaced-below (article-image 2) (article-image 1)
  :spacing "spacing")
  (left-align (article-image 2) (article-image 1)))

### Rule 2.3 Extend article groups
(defrule (extend-articles-simple toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 articles-cat (setf (top-article 0) (article-name 1)
  (bottom-article 0) (article-name 2)
  (top-article-port 0) (article-image 1)))
  (1 article-simple-cat)
  (2 articles-cat (precedes (article-name 1) (top-article 2)))
  :out
  (spaced-below (top-article-port 2) (article-image 1)
  :spacing 25)
  (left-align (top-article-port 2) (article-image 1)))

### Rule 2.4 Make a complete table of contents in simplified form.
(defrule (make-toc-simple toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 toc-simple-cat (setf (toc-name 0) 1
  (toc-top-article 0) (top-article 2)
  (toc-bottom-article 0) (bottom-article 2)))
  (1 toc-name-cat)
  (2 articles-cat (first-article 1 (top-article 2))
  (last-article 1 (bottom-article 2)))
  :out
  (setf (background-color 1) 'layout-back-color*)
  (set-font-spec 1 '(36 "Times" :bold))
  (spaced-right-of (top-article-port 2) 1 :spacing 25)
  (spaced-right-of (top-article-port 2) 1 :spacing -100)
  (move-to 1 185 30))
### Rule 3.1: Make an article group

```lisp
(defrule (make-article-wo toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 article-wo-cat (setf (article-name 0) 1
                          (article-section 0) 2
                          (article-page 0) 3))
  (1 article-name-cat)
  (2 article-section-cat (section-of 2 1))
  (3 article-page-cat (page-of 3 1))
  :out
  (setf (background-color 1) 'layout-back-color*)
  (setf (background-color 3) 'layout-back-color*)
  (setf (background-color 2) 'layout-back-color*)
  (spaced-right-of 1 3 :spacing 70)
  (top-align 1 3)
  (left-align 2 1)
  (set-font-spec 1 '(12 "Times" :plain))
  (set-font-spec 2 '(12 "Times" :plain))
  (set-font-spec 3 '(12 "Times" :plain))
  :rule-constraints
  (move-to 3 100 100))
```

### Rule 3.2 Combine two articles together

```lisp
(defrule (combine-articles-wo toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 articles-cat (setf (top-article 0) (article-name 1)
                         (bottom-article 0) (article-name 2)
                         (top-article-port 0) (article-name 1)))
  (1 article-wo-cat)
  (2 article-wo-cat (precedes (article-name 1) (article-name 2)))
  :out
  (spaced-below (article-name 2) (article-section 1)
                :spacing *spacing*)
  (left-align (article-name 2) (article-name 1)))
```

### Rule 3.3 Extend article groups

```lisp
(defrule (extend-articles-wo toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 articles-cat (setf (top-article 0) (article-name 1)
                         (bottom-article 0) (article-name 2)
                         (top-article-port 0) (article-name 1)))
  (1 article-wo-cat)
  (2 articles-cat (precedes (article-name 1) (top-article 2)))
  :out
  (spaced-below (top-article-port 2) (article-section 1)
                :spacing *spacing*)
  (left-align (top-article-port 2) (article-name 1)))
```

### Rule 3.4 Make a complete table of contents.

```lisp
(defrule (make-toc-wo toc-grammar via-rule)
  (0 toc-wo-cat (setf (toc-name 0) 1
                      (toc-volume 0) 3
                      (toc-number 0) 4
                      (toc-top-article 0) (top-article 4)
                      (toc-bottom-article 0) (bottom-article 4)))
  (1 toc-name-cat)
  (2 toc-volume-cat (volume-of 2 1))
  (3 toc-number-cat (number-of 3 1))
  (4 articles-cat (first-article 1 (top-article 4))
                  (last-article 1 (bottom-article 4)))
  :out
  (setf (background-color 1) 'layout-back-color*)
  (setf (background-color 2) 'layout-back-color*)
  (setf (background-color 3) 'layout-back-color*)
  (bottom-align 1 3)
  (bottom-align 1 2)
  (spaced-right-of 3 2)
  (spaced-right-of 2 1)
  (spaced-below (top-article-port 4) 1 :spacing *spacing*)
  (spaced-right-of (top-article-port 4) 2 :spacing -100)
  (set-view-font 1 '(36 "Times" :bold))
  (set-view-font 2 '(12 "Times" :plain))
  (set-view-font 3 '(12 "Times" :plain))
  (move-to 1 70 20))
```
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